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Who we are

The global leader in smart
affordable housing
Planet Smart City designs and
builds cities and neighbourhoods
that place people at the heart of
every project. Our multi-disciplinary
teams integrate architectural, digital,
environmental and social innovation
solutions to deliver high-quality, lowcost homes, creating lasting value.
Planet was founded in 2015 by real
estate experts Giovanni Savio and
Susanna Marchionni and is chaired
by physicist and entrepreneur
Stefano Buono. Our headquarters
are located in the UK and we have
offices in Italy, Brazil and India.
We are proud to have grown a talented
team of multicultural professionals,
counting for 91 highly skilled
employees at our offices and 350
professionals at our construction sites.

Wilson Simonal Street at
Smart City Laguna, Brazil
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An innovative proptech company, we
are disrupting the global affordable
housing market through our unique
proposition. The business improves
residents’ quality of life and fosters
communities by providing superior
infrastructure, urban planning and

sustainable technological solutions
– all supported by the Planet App.
Available to all residents, our digital
tools allow those who live within our
communities to access smart solutions
available in their area. It also facilitates
social innovation programmes which
take place in shared spaces and are
deployed by experienced professionals,
such as Community Managers.
We have adopted a pioneering
approach to creating places that
matter which transforms the
building of developments and
the way people live in them.
We currently have an active portfolio
in Brazil, Italy and India, with plans to
launch in the United States in Q4 2020.
Our ambitious growth plan includes
the launch of 30 large-scale residential
projects by the end of 2023, with
a milestone of eight projects
launched by the end of 2020.
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Who we are

An innovative
proptech
company
Embracing digital transformation, we
use technology to place our residents’
experience at the heart of our real
estate activities.

Real estate development
We design and build smart,
affordable neighbourhoods that
provide more than just homes. We
create communities that are smart,
sustainable and socially inclusive.
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Technology, social
innovation and services
Planet's unique proposition positions us not only to deliver our
proptech concept based on the integration of technology into
the affordable property sector but allows us to innovate in the
communities we build. By applying our expertise on social innovation,
community creation, smart solutions integration, and services offering,
we aim to enhance residents’ quality of life and reduce cost of living.
With a global footprint in the affordable housing market
across both emerging and developed markets, our core focus
is on generating considerable positive social impact, and we
are proud to have created an innovative format for smart
city developments that we can replicate worldwide.

Lifetime services

In contrast with most developers, we aim to build long-term
relationships with our residents. Our high-quality data set is
strengthened through our close relationship with customers.
The lifetime services we provide deliver lasting value for
residents, while enabling us to monetise on big data.

The Planet App and our digital platform
play an integral role in our smart
communities. They empower residents
and enable access to all services and
smart solutions the district has to offer.

Research and technology are key to our activities. Our teams
in Turin, Italy, and London, UK, are experts in smart solutions
integration, Internet of Things and data management for real estate
developments. These valuable skills are expanding internationally,
with the building of further Competence Centres in Brazil and India.
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Vision and values

Our vision
Planet Smart
City provides
more than just a
home. We create
communities
that are smart,
sustainable and
socially inclusive.
Jaqueline Rabelo using the
communal sewing studio at
Smart City Laguna, Brazil
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Vision and values

Our values
Human

Straightforward

We place people at the heart of everything we
do. We believe everyone has the right to feel
safe and secure in their community, with access
to an improved quality of life through services,
education and wellbeing. We empower citizens
to make a difference in their communities.

We believe in working together and turning
big problems into big solutions. We are
solutions-oriented and strive to simplify
and streamline processes and structures to
deliver our projects on time and to plan.

Ambitious

Forward-thinking

We specialise in large-scale projects so that
we can transform the way affordable housing
is delivered worldwide. We are a global
company that understands the local culture.

We integrate the smartest technologies that enable
better homes and better communities. We have a
cutting edge and multi-disciplinary team which is at
the forefront of smart developments in the world.

Innovative
We have developed a unique offering that
tackles the global housing shortage by
integrating smart solutions and social innovation
practices to deliver high-quality, affordable
homes that foster a true sense of community.
10
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Our geography

We specialise in large-scale
projects and transform the
way affordable housing is
delivered worldwide.

UK
REDO, SeiMilano,
Quartiere Giardino
Milan

New York
Texas

Morocco

Mexico

Saudi
Arabia
Life
Republic
Pune

Colombia

Thailand

Vietnam

Smart City Aquiraz
Ceará
Fortaleza
Smart City Laguna
Ceará
Smart City Natal
Rio Grande
Recife
do Norte
Smart City Bahia
Bahia
Viva!Smart
São Paulo

Offices
Smart cities under construction
Smart project
Project in the pipeline
Projects under preliminary analysis
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Chairman’s statement

2019 has been another fruitful year for Planet Smart City, with key initiatives
developed and implemented to further increase our global presence as the
leading proptech company delivering smart affordable housing across the world.
I would like to pay special thanks to the new investors we welcomed on board in
2019. Our fundraising efforts have set the total amount invested in Planet so far
to €100 million since our inception, taking the number of investors to 308. The
funds will enable us to achieve our ambitious growth plans and develop services
to improve the quality of life of our communities through our digital platform.
Furthermore, we have significantly expanded our capacity to deliver
on our objective of changing lives for the better. Planet has expanded
its activities in Brazil, Italy and launched its advisory business in India,
early in 2020. We have also grown Planet’s expertise and widened
the skill set available with key team members joining the company.
Looking to the future, it is the passion and dedication of our employees
which continues to drive the business to achieve new heights.
While challenging times lie ahead amid the Covid-19 emergency, it is at times
like this that the power of resilience and technology to create better cities
and communities in the future become even more evident. As ever, our knowhow when it comes to combining urban planning, data, services and social
innovation is key and a vital asset that our business can share with the world.

Social impact drives our
business and our vision.
We will continue to create
places that matter.

In 2020, we will continue to monitor the economic situation, working
hard to deliver further expansion in the countries we operate as well
as other nations, including India and the United States. These locations
have been chosen so that we can help overcome large housing deficits,
empowering residents through services and enhanced quality of life.
Our world-first Competence Centre has continued to evolve with
exciting new partnerships and the creation of our Scientific Committee.
Our digital capabilities are growing stronger, enabling us to increase
the impact our smart solutions can have on residents of smart
city developments, as well as the surrounding communities.
Social impact drives our business and our vision. We will continue to create
places that matter, innovating for success through 2020 and beyond.

Stefano Buono
Chairman
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Message from the CEO

We have the power to
create real transformation
in an ever-changing world.
I am delighted to report that there has been fast-moving
progression across all areas of the business in the past year, with
significant achievements and new projects in real estate, advisory
and digital services. As a dependable company, Planet has proved
to be well-positioned to deliver smart affordable housing and
foster sustainable and socially inclusive communities globally.
We continue to innovate in the real estate industry with our
service-oriented smart approach geared towards achieving
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
With the challenges presented by Covid-19, I have worked
closely with our Leadership Team to forecast possible
consequences for Planet and build strategies on how
we can overcome them in the next few months.
More than ever, we believe our proposition enables us
to deliver a new model that shows the power of digital
disruption in promoting inclusivity, raising the quality of life
in cities. By integrating architectural, digital, environmental
and social innovations, we can provide high-quality, lowcost homes, improving quality of life worldwide.
The fact we are delivering a new format that works in diverse
markets such as Brazil, Italy and India shows that we have the
power to create real transformation in an ever-changing world.
16

We continue to innovate
with our service-oriented
smart approach.
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Message from the CEO

Significant achievements
Operationally, 2019 has seen the
first residents moving to Smart City
Laguna, the world’s first affordable
smart city. The community achieved
a significant accomplishment in
putting together its Code of Culture
and the city's innovative approach has
enabled us to gain extensive media
coverage. What’s more, the German
Design Council awarded Laguna’s
Innovation Hub the Iconic Awards
2019: Innovative Architecture prize.
In the Northeast region of Brazil,
we launched the world’s second
affordable smart city, Smart City
Natal, in Rio Grande do Norte. Its first
residents are expected to move in the
next few months, with completion
taking place in 2022. Meanwhile, the
construction of Smart City Aquiraz, our
third horizontal project in the country,
began in the first quarter of 2020.
Celebrating local culture, our new
Innovation Hub will serve residents
and the wider community and become
a point of reference in the region.
Our partnership with Brazilian real
estate developer InLoop is also
progressing, with the launch of the first
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districts of Viva!Smart in São Paulo.
We are adding value to the highly
populated city by providing safe,
enjoyable and affordable homes
that bring functional design and
integrated services together.
In Italy, two new projects took our
advisory services to new heights.
We integrated 40 smart solutions
into REDO, the nation's first smart
affordable neighbourhood, which
should be ready for its first residents
by the end of the year. Also in Milan,
we're implementing 100 smart
solutions and access to the Planet App
at SeiMilano to improve the wellbeing
and quality of life of residents.
In Mirafiori Sud, a neighbourhood
in Turin, Italy, our new “Zero Waste”
feature on the Planet App has proven
to be very beneficial, with 16 local
organisations, 22 shops and 60
volunteers offering surplus food to
38,000 Mirafiori residents in need. The
digital feature will also be integrated
into Quartiere Giardino, in Milan, where
we have already seen real impact
for residents and Palladium Group,
our real estate partner, through the

integration of digital, environmental
and social smart solutions.
In India, the launch of our advisory
business presents a fantastic
opportunity to expand our capabilities
and thought leadership in the
subcontinent. Our partnership with
Kolte-Patil Developers Ltd is set to
grow in the next few months, with
more initiatives launched shortly.
In Pune, we are opening a new
Competence Centre with a team of
experts to accelerate our progress in
providing affordable smart homes and
improving quality of life for residents
at the Life Republic township, our
first project in the country.
I am delighted to see how much
progress we have made so far. Our
concept has been praised around
the world and momentum has been
created. We will keep working hard to
build a successful future for Planet.

Our concept
has been
praised
around the
world and
momentum
has been
created.

Gianni Savio
Global CEO
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Render of Smart City Laguna
in Brazil, the first affordable
smart city in the world

2019 key figures
$33.7 million
Capital raised in 2019

$37 million

2018

Cash at year-end

$3.7 million

Deferred revenues* $9.6m $19.0m

Financial debt

Sales

Distribution of land plots sold:

Preliminary sales
of housing units

89,5% residential
10,4% commercial
0.1% industrial

Total sales
Land plots sold
Housing units built

300

Number of users on the
Planet App in December 2019

2019 Difference %

Housing units sold

$0.3m

$0.9m

+98%
+200%

$0.8m
$0.3m

$1.7m

+467%

1,123

1,644

+46%

23

260

+1,030%

50

*The financial statements' deferred revenues' comparative amount is USD 5 million, with the
Brazilian entities having been consolidated for six months only.
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2020 key objectives
We are looking to grow at a fast pace in the next few
years and have devised an ambitious expansion plan
for 2020. Please see our key objectives* below:

1,013 Housing units built
850 Housing units sold
3,559 Land plots sold
$31.4 Million in sales
$49 Million in deferred revenues
30,000 Users on the Planet App
Render of SeiMilano, a smart
affordable district in Milan, Italy

22

*Objectives are based on the 2020-2024 business plan
and can be affected due to Covid-19.
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Covid-19: implications for Planet

Covid-19: implications
for Planet
As of the final editing of this Annual Report in April 2020, the breakout of
the Covid-19 virus and the subsequent pandemic has had severe economic
repercussions across the entire globe. While lockdown and social distancing
policies have changed how citizens live, behave, work and consume, the longterm effect on the world economy remains unclear and difficult to forecast.
Models and scenarios have been continuously updated as countries are
struggling to stabilise the contagion. Governments globally are discussing
the exit out of lockdown, considering the costs and benefits of resuming
commercial and industrial activities. At the same time, scientists work diligently
to develop vaccines in the hope to avoid the return of the pandemic in future.
As of April 30th 2020, the worldwide count of infections reached more than
three million, with deaths exceeding 200,000. The global case fatality ratio
seems to have plateaued with a wide dispersion amongst countries. Still,
the peak is expected in Q2 2020 in most of the world, before receding in the
second half of the year.
Under this assumption, the International Monetary Fund (FMI) has projected
that global growth will fall to -3% in 2020. This is a downgrade of 6.3% from
the January 2020 forecast – a major revision over a very short period.

The Great Lockdown
The world economy will
experience the worst recession
since the Great Depression.
(real GDP growth, year-on-year
percent change)
Source: IMF, World
Economic Outlook.
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Great Lockdown
2020

Global Financial
Crisis 2009

1
0
-1

-3.0

-0.1

Despite it being
difficult to assess
the effects of this
crisis, our Leadership
Team is working on
different scenarios.

-2
-3

London, UK, where
Planet is headquartered
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Covid-19: implications for Planet

The outlook

Impacts for Planet

Operating in three continents, Planet
has experienced different impacts in
the regions where it does business,
as the pandemic spreads in diverse
time frames and governments
respond in distinct ways.

Extended lockdown periods are
highly likely to lead to a slowdown
in the development of current and
planned projects. We also forecast
delays in government authorisations,
mortgage approvals and releases
due to reduced commercial activity.
Potential buyers are expected to
bear a more prudent approach, due
to the risk of losing their jobs and
undergoing financial constraints.

In Europe, one of the epicentres
of the pandemic, we have been
able to quickly implement smart
working at our offices in Italy and
in the UK where we are maintaining
a fully operational business.
In Brazil, each state has pursued
a different path in combating the
pandemic and direct impacts were
not seen until the middle of March.
From then onwards, the lockdown
of economic activities in the state of
Ceará, where we are building Smart City
Laguna and Smart City Aquiraz, has put
construction on hold. However, there
is no enforced lockdown in the state
of Rio Grande do Norte, where work in
Smart City Natal continues as normal.

Despite it being difficult to assess the
effects of this crisis, our Leadership
Team is working on different scenarios
that will balance growth opportunities
and Planet’s balance sheet. As such,
our 2020–24 business plan is being
updated accordingly and will continue
to be revised whenever appropriate.

Planet's management team reaffirms the validity of our strategy
and the strength of our business for the following reasons:
•

Our target market is extremely
large and much less likely to be
affected than the middle and highincome real estate market – as
seen in previous crises.

•

Incentives remain key in fostering
demand. In Brazil, Caixa Econômica
Federal recently confirmed that
it will make funds available to
support the government’s social
housing programme. In India, the
government has also reaffirmed
that the real estate industry,
especially social housing, remains a
driving force for growth due to the
economic return, value retention
and labour creation it generates.

•

Our growth does not depend on
one specific project or geography.
A large pipeline distributed across
different regions gives us flexibility
in directing our investments in the
areas with less severe effects and
faster recovery.

•

Though our funding activities may
see some delay, we are convinced
that the market will remain
supportive. We expect to restart
capital raising as soon as markets
stabilise and mobility returns.
Management continues to speak
to brokers and institutions, as well
as with possible financial partners,
for our real estate developments.

In India, businesses and social life
remained normal until March 24th
2020 when their Prime Minister
Narendra Mori appeared on TV to
announce that the entire country
was going to adhere to lockdown.
26
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2019 milestones

2019 milestones
Looking back, 2019 has been a very
successful year for Planet. We have
brought significant expertise on
board and established our complete
organisational structure with the
formation of the Leadership Team,
giving us a solid foundation to
support the challenges ahead of us.
The total amount raised since the
company’s inception has risen to
€100 million following a capital
increase which secured €24 million
and took our number of investors to
308. We will use the raised funds to
finance our ambitious growth plans –
including the launch of 30 large-scale
residential projects by the end of 2023,
with a milestone of eight projects
launched in 2020. They will also go
towards further developing our digital
platform by creating new services and
experiences to enrich communities.

Alicia and Isadora, two
young residents of
Smart City Laguna, Brazil
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Our digital services gained momentum
in 2019. We developed a strong
business plan to empower residents
by reducing their expenses and
providing them with a superior quality
of life. At the same time, we expect
lifetime services and big data analytics
facilitated through the Planet App to
generate recurring revenues for Planet.

In Brazil, one of our key markets, our
expansion has been taken further with
the launch of various projects, including
four projects within Viva!Smart and
Smart City Natal. We are developing
Viva!Smart in São Paulo, the largest
city in the Americas by population, in
partnership with Brazilian real estate
developer InLoop. The project consists
of 2,500 high-quality, affordable
apartments across four developments.
In the state of Rio Grande do Norte,
we are developing Smart City Natal,
a project which will provide a new
home for around 15,000 people
across 170 hectares of land closeby
to Natal, the capital of the state.
The first phase of construction
began in March 2019, and the first
inhabitants should move in Q2 2020.
Smart City Laguna has evolved as
expected, with new smart solutions
integrated regularly and sales results
showing consistent improvement
in comparison to previous years.
Already a central part of community
life at Laguna, the Innovation Hub is
key to our proposition and has won The
German Design Council’s Iconic Awards
2019: Innovative Architecture prize.
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Smart City Laguna has evolved
and sales results showed
consistent improvement in
comparison to previous years.
Meanwhile, our interlocking paving
blocks factory, SG Premoldados, hit
more than R$ 4 million in revenues from
sales to external customers in 2019.
On the advisory side of the business,
we have provided smart solutions
integration services for SeiMilano – a
transformational project to turn a
neglected area of Milan, Italy, into a
contemporary development, built
around an intelligent urban ecosystem.
100 smart solutions with a consistent
focus on wellbeing and quality of life will
be introduced, including the Planet App.
Our research capabilities are also
making positive strides. We have
formed our International Scientific
Committee, which will help us pioneer
an innovative approach to delivering
high-quality, smart, affordable housing,
based on the latest academic research
and cutting-edge technology.
We have also signed an agreement
with the Polytechnic University of
Turin, Italy, to collaborate on joint
research and technology transfer
that will help us develop new ideas in
architecture, engineering and industrial
30

2019 milestones

design. The partnership is part of a
broader network of collaborations
with various universities and research
studies, including the Bocconi
University of Milan, Italy, and the
Institute for Advanced Architecture
of Catalonia in Barcelona, Spain.
In alignment with our inclusive ethos,
we are now a member of Design for All
Europe – a network of design-related
organisations committed to reflecting
the central idea that for designs to be
truly functional, it must be accessible
to everyone. The membership will
provide us with a vibrant network
of best practices to continue
implementing within our developments.
It is exciting to see advancements
on so many fronts, and our team
remains highly committed to delivering
projects and partnerships to make our
vision a reality and impact thousands
of lives for the better worldwide.

The smart square at
Smart City Laguna, Brazil
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2020 recent developments

2020 recent developments
Operations are off to a good start this year and progress is evident across
multiple regions and areas of the business. Our unique value proposition
continues to expand across the world and we are confident in our ability to meet
targets in line with our ambitious growth plans. The launch of advisory services
and real estate operations in India, a country with one of the top five housing
deficits in the world, is a breakthrough for Planet, which will deliver social impact
and promising business results.

World Urban Forum 10
To kick off the year, we announced
the launch of our international
Scientific Committee, a multidisciplinary group of independent
experts from around the world.
Together with our Competence Centre
in Turin, Italy, they will help us pioneer
an innovative approach to delivering
high-quality, smart, affordable housing
based on the latest academic research
and cutting-edge technology.
The announcement took place at
the World Urban Forum (WUF),
convened by the United Nations Human
Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat).

Planet was chosen to run a key
network building event at the forum
entitled: “Places that matter: how
affordable neighbourhoods can
be smart and innovative creating
communities that improve the
quality of life of residents.”
We shared insights with delegates
on the use of new technologies
and initiated relevant dialogues
with leaders across the world,
which can facilitate our global
expansion and grow our
international thought leadership.

The Life Republic
township in Pune, India
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SG Premoldados broke
two sales records at the
beginning of the year.

2020 recent developments

Activities accelerate
In Brazil, we are thrilled to see
construction works completed in line
with schedules and smart solutions
regularly implemented successfully
in our developments. Sales results
have been consistently better than
previous years at Smart City Laguna,
demonstrating that our Commercial
Teams are robust and well equipped
to deliver quality and volume.
Also in Ceará, Smart City Aquiraz
is set to become a landmark in
the region, with a contemporary
Innovation Hub celebrating local
culture and empowering citizens
through free courses and other social
innovation activities. A bright future
for the development is anticipated,
with the location being in one of the
main tourist centres in the state.
As part of our sales strategy, we
launched a new commercial website
targeted at Brazilian consumers.
The new platform aggregates
all our products in one single
34

place, showcasing Planet’s entire
portfolio in Brazil, optimising our
online presence and supporting
the launch of new projects.
Smart City Natal is taking shape nicely,
and the first customers are already
undergoing credit analysis for house
purchases. Smart City Bahia is our fifth
horizontal project in Brazil, also in the
Northeast of the country, where the
housing deficit and precarious forms of
living have mounted in recent years.
SG Premoldados, our interlocking
paving blocks factory based in Laguna,
kept up with the excellent work of
2019, breaking two sales records at
the beginning of the year. In January of
2020 alone, production of floor bricks
hit an all-time high of 40,000 square
metres and sales reached R$ 801,000.
Construction workers install
interlocking floor bricks created
at the SG Premoldados factory
located in Smart City Laguna, Brazil
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2020 recent developments

Real-life impact

Operations expanded

Our teams have been working tirelessly
to enhance the Planet App with
new features that create a real-life
impact. As a result, the "Zero Waste"
feature, recently implemented within
the community of Mirafiori Sud, in
Turin, Italy, has proven to be a vital
testbed. From December 2019 to
March 2020, 350kg of fresh food
has been recovered and provided to
families as a result of the initiative.
16 local organisations, 22 shops,
38,000 residents and 60 volunteers
are taking part in the programme.

In India, our advisory business has
launched in partnership with KoltePatil Developers Ltd (KPDL). Based
in Pune, it will work with thirdparty real estate developers and
government agencies to provide its
unique offer for integrating smart
solutions in the urban environment.

Having received positive feedback and
several requests for the Zero Waste
tool in other districts of Turin, we are
now optimising the feature so that
it can manage new types of goods
such as medicines, children's toys
and clothing. We then aim to make it
available in Brazil and future Planet
Smart City communities as well.

The bookcrossing station available
to the community at Quartiere
Giardino in Milan, Italy
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Also in Italy, we have joined forces with
AI Engineering, bringing experience
and innovation together to provide
engineering services and smart
solutions integration to large-scale
real estate projects around the world.

Together with KPDL, we have also
launched our real estate operations
in the country, investing jointly
in a project to deliver circa 1,000
housing units within Life Republic,
an existing township in Pune,
enhanced with Planet’s technological
expertise and social innovations.
The smart, affordable homes will
integrate modern functional design
with environmental solutions and
Internet of Things technology.
Residents will have access to a wide
range of shared services, designed to
improve quality of life and strengthen
the community. Powered by the Planet
App, these free services also allow
residents to control services in their
smart homes, interact with the sharing
economy, and engage with each other
to coordinate community activities.
37
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2020 recent developments

We are confident that
our concept has a lot
to offer to countries
and communities in
all continents.
Planet in the US

Looking to the future

Developed in partnership with
Palladium Group, our Little Elm project
in Texas is scheduled to launch in Q4
2020 to tackle the affordable housing
deficit in the United States. Currently,
80% of markets see house prices
rise considerably faster than wages,
according to ATTOM1. The project, which
will feature circa 300 apartments, is
strategic for Planet to demonstrate
that our proposition is feasible in
emerging and mature markets alike.

We are confident that our concept
has a lot to offer to countries and
communities in all continents. In
Colombia, meetings and negotiations
have been fruitful and are gaining
momentum. We are also in talks
with government officials, real estate
developers and other stakeholders in
the Middle East. In Saudi Arabia, Jeddah,
Riyadh and King Abdullah Economic
City require 1.5 million housing units
to be built in the next ten years.

1. https://www.housingwire.com/articles/47878-home-prices-are-rising-fasterthan-wages-in-80-of-us-markets/
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Render of Little
Elm in Texas, US
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Digital services

Empowering residents
through digital services
Through digital transformation, Planet
has created a model that elevates
the quality of life in our affordable
developments by bringing residents
into fully franchised, integrated living,
with access to smart, affordable
housing, digital services, community
empowerment tools, and a voice in
the future of their neighbourhood.
We achieve this is by integrating
architectural, digital, environmental
and social innovation programmes
into high-quality, affordable homes.
Our proprietary Planet App is key to
this proposition and allows residents
to interact with everything smart
available in their neighbourhood. It has
been designed specifically for residents
to access digital services, enjoy
information on their community ‒ from
an interpersonal to a city-wide scale,
and learn more about their districts.
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More importantly, the app amplifies
the ability of Planet’s on-the-ground
Community Managers to engage
with residents. This digital interface
between developer and residents
enables deep insights on the
priorities of local people and brings
their voice into service delivery and
neighbourhood development. The
tool puts unprecedented resources in
the hands of Community Managers
to connect residents and create
bottom-up solutions to local needs.
Planet’s experience delivering this
new model of living in markets
as diverse as Brazil, Italy, and
India shows the power of digital
innovation to close socio-economic
divides, raise the quality of life and
democratise the future of our cities.

41

Digital services

Fully scalable in-house
digital solutions
Designed in-house by our Competence
Centre, the Planet App is built on Azure
and AWS. Available on both Android
and iOS devices, it is a powerful tool
that supports the creation of social
groups and communities, making
cities and districts more inclusive
and participatory for everyone.
The application provides residents with
information about their community
and events taking place nearby, as
well as access to the fully scalable
value-adding services and innovations
available in the smart city or district
they inhabit. Citizens can connect and
stay up-to-date on events and activities
in the neighbourhood, simplifying
the interaction between residents.
Each user can fill their personalised
profile with the information they
wish to share, such as their family
members, hobbies, interests, and
profession. In turn, the app can assist
them in becoming more engaged in
community life. Residents receive
updates on their district and new
programmes introduced - for example,
bicycle or car-sharing initiatives.
42

The Planet App also contributes to
providing a safer environment for
residents with features designed
to help them feel more secure
and connected. In the event of an
emergency, residents can click an
SOS button on their device to quickly
alert their emergency contacts and
get help. They can also access the
local neighbourhood’s surveillance
cameras with a secure link.
What’s more, the home becomes an
interactive environment. Residents
can remotely control and manage
their smart devices, customise
environmental settings in their homes
and monitor their utility, electricity
and water consumption, ensuring the
use of services only when necessary.
There is also the option to install
additional devices for their smart
home control system, such as
cameras or sensors that monitor
temperature, smoke, or water leaks.

Elena Fabris (right), our Community
Manager at Quartiere Giardino, Italy,
assists resident, Sonia Pandrelli,
with the Planet App

The Planet App contributes
to providing a safer
environment with features
designed to help residents
feel more connected.
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Digital services

Increasing active users
Under continuous improvement,
the Planet App is an open system
which is fully scalable for open
innovation. Designed to allow the
management of new technologies, it
has evolved a lot over the last year.
We have significantly reduced the
size of the application to cater for
older devices, several tests have
improved functionality, and the
number of cities and districts utilising
the Planet App has risen from seven
to 12. New functionalities have been
implemented, such as the Library
of Things, gamification features,
and the "Zero Waste" function.
The number of users has been
growing exponentially, going from 300
members in December 2019 to 3,000
in March 2020. By the end of the year,
we expect to have 30,000 active users
on our digital platform – a number set
to increase further with the launch of
more neighbourhoods within 2020.
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While the number of users is
expanding, so is citizens’ acceptance
of the app. In the first quarter of
2020, we have seen a 10% increase
in our users’ average session length.
In the same period, of all downloads,
only 1.7% were removed.

The Mystery Box feature
will boost engagement on
the Planet App by rewarding
residents for virtuous actions

Of the families living within our
districts and the neighbourhoods
where Planet is present, penetration
is at 43%. We expect this to reach
90% with the addition of three new
Planet App features currently being
developed: integration of payment
methods, integration with billing used
by condominiums to manage costs,
and the complaint handling service.

In Q2 2020, a new feature called
Mystery Box will be tested in
Italy, with the aim of boosting
engagement on the Planet App.

To increase active users on the
application, another objective for
2020 is to create and implement 12
proof of concept projects that will
enable us to select the features that
can best serve our communities and
generate revenue streams from 2021.

The new functionality consists of a
physical package containing surprise
products which are still yet to be
defined. The boxes will be offered
as a reward when users perform a
virtuous action, such as downloading
the app or answering a questionnaire.

Other proof of concept projects under
development aim to speed up the
adoption of innovative services such
as electric car-sharing, microcredit
plans, and remote medical assistance
with health facilities through a Medical
Call Center. Initiatives will be tested
and analysed throughout 2020.
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Digital services

New features developed
In December 2019, residents of
Mirafiori Sud in Turin, Italy, were
the first to experience the digital
tool, where local bodies can report
the availability of surplus food,
make reservations, and coordinate
and monitor donations.
16 local organisations, 22 shops,
38,000 residents and 60 volunteers
now participate in the programme,
which allows residents to take home
surplus products essential to their
livelihoods that they would not have
previously been able to access.
In just three months of operation, the
feature has made it possible to recover
around 350kg of fresh food, including
fruit, vegetables, meat and fish. As
a result, we are seeing a reduction
in food waste and an increase in aid
offered to families. We are currently
optimising the tool so that it can
manage new types of goods such as
medicines, children's toys and clothing.
We then aim to make the tool available
not only in Brazil but in future Planet
Smart City communities as well.
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Library of Things
Another improvement has been
the streamlining of the Library of
Things service offered to residents.
Previously, employees managed
items manually, whereas the feature
is now fully integrated into the
Planet App, benefitting employees
and residents with improved
management of the function.
Before borrowing everyday items,
residents must first register
their orders via the app. The
Library of Things staff can keep
track of where things are and
their scheduled return date.
As a result, loss of items has
significantly reduced, and more
residents can benefit from the offering.

The Zero Waste feature on the
Planet App, implemented in
Mirafiori, Turin, Italy
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Digital services

In return, those who make a donation will be rewarded with simple
services and practical help offered by other inhabitants voluntarily.

Claudio D'Elia at Quartiere Giardino, Cesano
Boscone (Milan), Italy, holding a voucher to
spend on local businesses, offered through
the gamification feature on the Planet App

Residents are also encouraged to adopt collaborative practices with news
and tutorials on the Planet App. One tutorial topic, for instance, is on how
to organise collective orders of goods, so that several families living in the
same condominium can collect their orders from only one delivery. Another
tutorial explains how to share their private Wi-Fi with neighbours who don’t
have good connectivity. The Planet App has a space for the condominium
WhatsApp group so that neighbours can easily help each other.

Community assistance

Collaborative mutual aid

Rewards for residents

In the face of the pandemic, the
Planet App now helps residents
manage everyday emergencies by
offering the information required to
find a solution for their needs. For
example, residents can find lists of
delivery services for essential items
such as food, medicines, or printer
toner for children’s homework.

Our Digital Teams are developing
a variety of other new services
in response to the pandemic.
For example, residents will soon
be able to meet each other
through webinars and video calls
supported in the app calendar.

In 2019, the gamification feature
was first introduced to Quartiere
Giardino in Milan, and Mirafiori in
Turin, Italy, to boost engagement
and empower the districts. The new
feature offers residents the chance
to complete a variety of missions in
exchange for rewards. We geared
tasks towards helping improve
residents’ quality of life, increase
interaction with services and spaces
available in the community, and
enhance sustainable practices that
reduce costs for the end-users.
Missions to encourage social
interaction and community

Short forms are used that let citizens
express their needs, so we can
understand them and offer the correct
solution. Extensive information is
provided to respond correctly to each
of their questions or necessities.
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We are also working on a system
of reciprocity at the community
level. Tests are being carried out
in Italy to develop a Planet App
feature for collecting a community
fund made up of micro donations
from inhabitants to provide support
and aid to families in difficulty.

engagement include use of the
shared kitchen or the Library
of Things. Activities focused on
driving behavioural change include
asking citizens to pick up waste
from shared green spaces or read
a certain number of news articles
related to sustainable practices.
Gamification also allows us to use
data to unlock pockets of value for
the residents, resulting in greater
discounts, a better pairing of likeminded neighbours and real-time
notifications of last-minute offers
to those in a nearby radius.
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Digital services

Data monetisation
opportunities
Internet of Things (IoT) technology
provides an understanding of
behaviour in the community by
monitoring residents’ use of smart
solutions and services. The information
is available to the digitally empowered
local community, who can gather
insights to bring in greater efficiency,
co-designing the community. What’s
more, this objective data presents
Planet with an opportunity to react
in real-time to best serve residents.
Data collected via our app supports
services and activities and allows
us to gather deep insights which
inform product iterations and let
Planet expand digital features and
services into new neighbourhoods.
Tech-enabled services provide
lower barriers for service providers
and unlock deals for residents.
Digitalisation provides us with a
sustainable business model, optimising
economies of scale. As such, some
services of near-zero variable cost –
for instance, the car-sharing chat to
organise conjunct rides to and from the
city centre – can be offered for free.
For other services, digitalisation
unlocks new efficiencies such as
on-app aggregation of resident
purchasing groups to offer bulk
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discounts from retailers. Residents
can receive notifications in the app
of nearby retailers’ last-minute
discounts based on user preferences,
geo-localisation and buying history,
improving conversion rates.
With such a central position as a lead
broker, Planet can capture value by
collecting brokerage fees as services
are paid for and by monetising the
wealth of data that is generated.
Buying a domestic appliance with
a large discount or signing up to a
cheaper energy contract that is better
suited to the household’s energy
consumption patterns will become
seamless for our residents. Access
to everyday tools such as hammers,
vacuum cleaners and bicycle tyre
pumps is offered through shared
services, making home maintenance
much more affordable. Additionally,
hobbies, social and sports activities
can be quickly organised.
This dual transition – first in the
collaborative design, second in its
digital delivery – reduces friction
for residents to access and benefit
from a full gamut of security, food,
sport, health, home, transport,
work, and education services.

Data monetisation for Planet
and savings for residents
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Digital services

Benefitting from
economies of scale
Unlike most digital businesses, Planet’s
digital platform’s business model is
not about designing an app that runs
mostly on substrates before being
scaled worldwide with hundreds of
millions of users, with a small portion
of each user’s wallet share. Instead, we
aim to integrate the digital platform
deeply within select geo-localised
neighbourhoods in order to then
gather a larger wallet share from
a smaller population – hundreds of
thousands of users in the short-term,
and tens of millions in the long-term.
Building large residential complexes
means creating large communities.
Large digital communities create
significant marketplaces, which can
generate revenue streams from
services surrounding education, work,
security, health, sport, home, food
and mobility. Artificial intelligence
(AI) and big data analytics will
allow for the optimisation of the
supply and sale of such services.
As the number of residents in our
developments grows, we expect to
add several new products and services
from which Planet will be able to derive
transaction fees. Data monetisation
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will be the natural evolution of Planet’s
digital strategy, and we will always
maintain ownership of the Planet App
and its potential revenue streams.
Across our own smart neighbourhoods
and the third-party developments
we advise on, hundreds of thousands
of residents are connected, forming
a substantial marketplace.

We harvest the added value of
digitalisation via fees or data
monetisation in a sustainable way
by investing in physical assets
needed for the service platform
to run. These include Community
Managers and Internet of Things
(IoT) technology, which give us a
healthy competitive advantage.

The richness of community data
built on the profiles of residents in
digitised communities will allow for
the development of value-added
services, promotion and other
advertising opportunities through
the Planet App, as well as supporting
deep research for both public
administration and marketers.

There is stiff competition in a market
of big margins but small wallet
share, with the vast majority of tech
players focused on competing against
each other for luxury customers. In
contrast, Planet is focused on the
growing affordable housing market
where there isn’t such competition.

A few examples of potential sources
of additional revenues for Planet
include streamlined tax and utility
payments; real-time information and
event updates for citizens; after school
programmes; home, health and other
insurance products; local community
transport services; educational
and vocational programmes; cable
and internet; home appliances;
and furniture and fixtures.

We are using technology to make deep
integrations with the community so
that we can access the market of small
margins, but with a large wallet share.
Although it is early days and we are
currently testing many features in
the Planet App, preliminary research
confirms that starting potential
revenues could range from 0.5% to
1.5% of the pro-capita income. These
percentages will increase as we
continue to build efficiencies, adding
lasting value for our residents.

We aim to integrate the
digital platform deeply
within select geo-localised
neighbourhoods in order to
gather a larger wallet share.
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Smart city
CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
Typically located in the outskirts of
greater urban centres, smart city
developments can hold from 1,000 up
to 3,000 housing units, with each unit
measuring between 45 and 60 square
metres. Projects use sustainable models
based on innovative approaches and
economies of scale to transform the
ordinary into future-proof housing.
These are usually greenfield projects
built from the ground up, which allows
us to implement smart solutions in
conjunction with sustainable urban
planning practices. Technology helps us
to improve quality of life, creating places
that are more sustainable economically,
socially and environmentally.
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Smart City Laguna:
a blueprint for
affordable smart cities
2019 saw the first residents moving
to Smart City Laguna, the world’s first
affordable smart city, its innovative
approach have enabled us to gain
extensive media coverage. The
development will house up to 25,000
future residents across more than
7,500 residential, commercial and
industrial land plots just 55 miles
from the city of Fortaleza, capital
of the Brazilian state of Ceará.
Residents have recently put together
their Code of Culture ‒ a key
accomplishment in the history of the
city. The document is the first of its kind
produced within one of our projects
and will inform and inspire the city’s
future residents, while also serving as
a blueprint for future neighbourhoods.

330

Hectares

25,000

Future residents

1,800

Houses which will
be built by Planet
Tamires uses the outdoor
gym equipment at Smart
City Laguna, Brazil
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Smart solutions
create lasting value
Construction works are taking
shape nicely across Smart City
Laguna. Thanks to the hard work of
our teams, Laguna’s sales figures
continue to reach new heights, with
consistent improvements recorded
in comparison to the previous year.
Laguna integrates an array of smart
solutions to support well-serviced
and inclusive communities. We have
recently integrated several intelligent
solutions into the city, including a
sewing studio, shared bicycle station,
football pitch, children’s playground
and book swapping facility. Other
existing solutions include a library,
outdoor gym equipment with kinetic
bikes, cinema, Library of Things, and
free courses at the Innovation Hub.

The playground at Smart
City Laguna, Brazil
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The first shops are already open,
benefitting inhabitans and the
surrounding community. Residents
can pick up essential household
items at the mini-market and enjoy
pampering treatments at the hair and
beauty salon. The restaurant and the
print shop have also proved popular,
bringing more convenience to the area.
Laguna serves as proof that we can
successfully address the global
housing deficit. The placement
of the development is ideal for
local workers looking for highquality, affordable housing.
Not only is it located nearby the port
of Pecém and industrial areas which
provide thousands of people with jobs,
the BR-222 highway also facilitates
easy access to one of the top ten
fastest growing regions of Brazil.
The smart city is scheduled
for completion in 2022.

Laguna serves as proof that
we can successfully address
the global housing deficit.
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The Innovation
Hub at Smart
City Natal, Brazil

Smart City Natal:
the second
affordable smart
city in the world
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Located in the Northeast of Brazil,
Smart City Natal is 20 kilometres
from Natal, the capital of Rio Grande
do Norte, and just eight kilometres
from Governador Aluízio Alves
International Airport. Besides the
strategic location near services and
jobs, residents will also live close
by to some of the most beautiful
beaches in the state, such as Genipabu,
Pipa and São Miguel do Gostoso.
Smart City Natal will house up to
15,000 residents across 170 hectares of
land, where there will be 700 houses,
as well as residential land plots and
commercial units ranging from 200
to 755 square metres in size. The
scheduled completion is in 2022.

170

Hectares

15,000

Future residents

700

Houses which will
be built by Planet
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Residents will soon
experience the benefits
of smart city life
A great deal of progress is evident at
Smart City Natal, with construction
works consistently progressing, and
some areas completed ahead of
schedule. We are integrating more than
50 smart solutions and the football
pitch, children’s playground and shared
bicycle station will soon be complete.
We recorded consistent sales results
in 2019, and as of mid-March 2020,
there are only 75 land plots of the
first stage left for sale. Moreover, with
the completion of the first houses,
public viewings are being carried
out and credit analysis of potential
homeowners is already underway.

“Jasmin” house at
Smart City Natal, Brazil
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Ahead of the first residents moving
in, we have hired a Social Manager,
Jaqueline Rabello, who is a certified
behavioural analyst and psychologist
specialising in people management
and business consultancy.
Jaqueline develops Planet Institute's
social activities and provides free
training as part of the Ela Pode
programme – an initiative supported by
Google which offers communication,
leadership, negotiation, finance,
networking, personal branding and
digital tools to women in situations
of socioeconomic vulnerability.

With the completion
of the first houses,
public viewings are
being carried out.
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Smart City Aquiraz:
strategic location
for work and leisure
Render of Smart
City Aquiraz, Brazil

Smart City Aquiraz has been designed
to host 18,000 people and will be built
on an area of 200 hectares on the CE040 highway, providing convenience
and accessibility in one of the main
tourist centres of Ceará, Brazil.
Aquiraz is an affordable alternative
for those who wish to live in
the smart city and work in the
capital of Ceará, Fortaleza, just
29 kilometres away. Access to
the daily public transportation
network is readily available.
According to data from the State
Secretary of Tourism, the location in
the Metropolitan Region of Fortaleza
features the second-largest hotel park
in Ceará, making the development
also an excellent option for those
who work in the hotel park.
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Aquiraz is close to beautiful beaches
such as Porto das Dunas, Prainha,
Prídio, Iguape, Barro Preto, Batoque
and Praia Bela – the latter being just
six kilometres away. Beach Park,
considered the largest water park
in South America and responsible
for the large flow of tourists
in the region, is located only 16
kilometres from the smart city.

200

Hectares

60

Smart solutions

18,000

Future residents

Social innovation
programmes and
activities at the newlydesigned Innovation
Hub will bring residents
and the surrounding
community together
The Innovation Hub has been created
by our Competence Centre in Turin,
Italy, to celebrate the latest in
innovation and local craftsmanship.
The contemporary design of the hub,
located near the entrance to the
city, is inspired by a ‘welcoming hug’,
inviting the community to discover
social activities offered by Planet.
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Smart City Bahia:
bringing smart
affordable housing
to Camaçari
Covering an area of 116 hectares,
Smart City Bahia is located in
Camaçari, just 50 kilometres from
Salvador, the bustling capital of
Bahia, in the Northeast of Brazil.
The municipality is known as "Industrial
City" because it houses the Camaçari
Industrial Pole, the largest one in the
state. It is the headquarters of Ford
Motor Company Brasil and of several
chemical and petrochemical industries,
automotive, cellulose, rubber, copper
metallurgy, textiles, fertilisers, wind
energy, beverages and services. It
is the first planned petrochemical
complex in the country and the
largest integrated industrial complex
in the Southern Hemisphere, with
more than 90 companies installed.
We will bring superior infrastructure,
smart solutions, digital services
and social innovation programmes
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to improve the quality of life
of Brazilian citizens looking for
affordability and quality.
Residents will benefit from living
nearby to beautiful beaches in the
region, such as Barra Do Jacuípe,
Guarajuba and Praia da Espera. A key
feature in Planet’s developments,
our cutting-edge Innovation Hub
will provide residents and the
surrounding community with the
opportunity to take part in activities
and events organised by our onsite Community Manager.
Smart solutions to be implemented
include a cinema, library, smart gym,
playground, football pitch and cycle
lanes, among others. As with all our
developments, the Planet App will
play a pivotal role in connecting the
community and providing services.
Works are expected to start in Q3 2020.

Praia da Espera beach, nearby
to Smart City Bahia, Brazil
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Smart district
CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
Typically located on the outskirts of
urban centres, smart districts hold
from 500 up to 1,000 housing units,
with each unit measuring between 35
and 50 square metres. We facilitate
responsive homes where citizens
can manage and communicate with
appliances and devices, customise their
environment, conserve vital resources
and improve their quality of life. Our
multi-disciplinary experts integrate
smart solutions, including digital services
and social innovation programmes,
according to the specific needs and
desires of residents and the community.

Render of SeiMilano,
Milan, Italy
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Viva!Smart:
bringing smart
communal living
to São Paulo
Viva!Smart comprises four
developments and has been designed
specifically for the city of São Paulo,
the largest city in the Americas by
population. This is a typical example
of a smart district and combines
contemporary and functional design
with a wide range of integrated services
to enhance residents’ quality of life.

2,500

Our inaugural vertical development
is being developed and built in
partnership with InLoop, a leading
Brazilian real estate company known
for its high standards and quality.

Smart solutions

By adding value to the areas where
they are located, our four Viva!Smart
developments ‒ Bela Vista, Itaquera,
Jabaquara and Freguesia do Ó ‒ can
provide safe, enjoyable and affordable
living for households in one of the
world’s most populated cities.
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Apartments

50

7,000

Future residents

Render of Viva!Smart
in São Paulo, Brazil

Smart solutions
enhance residents’ lives
Viva!Smart offers a wide range of
integrated services designed to
enhance residents’ quality of life. All
2,500 apartments bring together
smart solutions across Planet
Smart City’s four key areas: planning
and architecture, technological
systems, environment, and social
innovation. As well as technologies
incorporated into private homes, the
development will integrate smart
solutions in communal areas as part
of a large-scale network designed
around the smart district concept.

The developments will facilitate a new
way of living that meets residents’
needs ‒ and represents a unique
model for tackling the housing
challenge in densely populated urban
environments. Using the expertise
of our multi-disciplinary team and
the local intelligence of InLoop, the
launch in São Paulo strengthens
Planet’s portfolio in Brazil and will
provide much-needed, comfortable
and safe homes for approximately
7,000 people, when complete.
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REDO: the first
smart, affordable
neighbourhood in Italy
Render of REDO
in Milan, Italy

Smart solutions integration
consultancy has continued
throughout 2019 in preparation for
the first residents to move in and call
REDO home in upcoming months.
The first project of its kind
masterminded by our Competence
Centre in Turin, Italy, the
neighbourhood is developed by The
Lombardy Real Estate Fund and
managed by InvestiRE SGR, with
social welfare expertise provided by
the Fondazione Housing Sociale.
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REDO consists of 615 apartments
offered in various models. We have
integrated 40 smart solutions,
including the Planet App, fitness
area, Library of Things, bike-sharing,
educational game area, home
automation, urban gardens, and
recharging stations for electric cars.
The development is located Southeast
of downtown Milan in Italy within
a vital transportation hub.
A stone's throw from the metro stop,
the railway link, high-speed train
line, and a few minutes from the
highway, citizens are ideally located
to access surrounding areas.

615
Apartments

40
Smart solutions

1,600
Future residents

Sustainable city life
REDO Milan meets Class A energy
standards and connects to a district
heating system and a fibre-optic
network. Buildings are surrounded
by greenery, creating an atmosphere
of serenity not far from the city.
Residents can adequately monitor and
manage their energy consumption via
the Planet App, and access innovative
smart solutions that foster a unique
neighbourhood full of opportunities
and shared spaces. Each apartment is
equipped with broadband connectivity
and prepared for alarm systems, video
surveillance and home automation.
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Quartiere Giardino:
a template for
future brownfield
developments
Now in its third year of implementation,
our project at Quartiere Giardino,
located in Cesano Boscone, Milan,
Italy, has become a relevant template
for smart solutions integration
into brownfield developments,
bringing real impact for residents
and the developer, Palladium Group,
with whom we are partners.
Through the integration of digital,
environmental and social smart
solutions, 1,500 apartments dating back
to the 1970s have seen their occupation
rate increase to 100%. The life of 5,000
people has changed for the better with
implemented solutions connected via
the Planet App and supported by our
Community Manager, Elena Fabris, who
plays a vital role in residents' lives.
Before Planet's contribution, there
were 200 vacancies. Today, there are
no vacant apartments and there is a
waiting list to live in Quartiere Giardino.
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1,500

Apartments

20

Smart solutions

5,000
Residents

Community vegetable
gardens at Quartiere
Giardino, Italy
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Empowering residents

Sustainable practices

Several initiatives have been introduced
to Quartiere Giardino to boost social
inclusivity, promote a circular economy
and reduce costs for citizens. To
date, 20 smart solutions have been
integrated. For example, residents can
swap and share their possessions at
the Library of Things, while saving on
valuable space within their homes.

To help reduce energy consumption
outside of the home, optimised
intelligent LED lighting systems
consume less energy than traditional
lamps, while the smart gym equipment
generates electricity to charge devices
such as smartphones during exercise.

Newly installed outdoor hotspots
allow the community to access the
Planet App, where they can find
the latest news and activities in the
area, check weather and air quality
updates, and alert friends or family
if in an emergency. Thanks to the
smartphone course for seniors
promoted by our Community
Manager, everyone can benefit.

The introduction of an urban garden
has provided a tranquil environment
for residents while serving as an area
for learning and teaching residents
on using vegetables in the kitchen.
Urban gardens feature integrated
smart irrigation systems that use
sensors to regulate the amount of
water used to hydrate the greenery.

What’s more, the Live Your
Neighbourhood feature has encouraged
social, environmental and economical
virtuous habits, such as participation
in events and reduced energy
consumption. Users receive prepaid gift
cards to be used in local shops upon
completing tasks that will ultimately
improve inhabitants' quality of life.
Community event at
Quartiere Giardino, Italy
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SeiMilano:
a future-proof
neighbourhood
in Milan
Render of
SeiMilano, Italy

In collaboration with Borio Mangiarotti,
one of Milan’s leading builders, we
expanded our advisory business in
Italy in 2019. 100 smart solutions,
including access to the Planet App, are
integrated into SeiMilano, an urban
regeneration project with a consistent
focus on improving the wellbeing
and quality of life of city residents.
Located in a previously neglected area
of Milan, Italy, the neighbourhood will
become a unique and contemporary
development built around an
intelligent urban ecosystem. Collective
efforts have returned a section of
the city to citizens and conceived
a future-proof neighbourhood.
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524

Apartments

100

Smart solutions

1,500

Recreational opportunities for residents
and the surrounding community
The new district provides inclusivity
opportunities not just for residents
but for the surrounding community.
The comprehensive selection of smart
solutions includes video surveillance,
smart benches, lockers, bicycle repair
columns, SOS poles for emergencies,
smart crossings, smart parking, free
Wi-Fi, and smart lighting systems.

We expect SeiMilano’s Central Park
to become a valuable city resource,
offering an outdoor space for
recreation and relaxation.
Mario Cucinella Architects have
designed the park in conjunction with
leading landscaping studio, Michel
Desvigne Paysagiste.

Future residents
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Life Republic:
an innovative way
of living in India
India is experiencing rapid urbanisation
and is among the top five countries
with the largest housing deficit in the
world. To help tackle the challenge, we
launched our real estate operations
in the country in March 2020, in
partnership with Kolte-Patil Developers
Limited (KPDL). We are confident our
model of affordable smart cities will
meet the demands of local people
looking for improved quality of life.
Our first project in India is a set of
1,000 apartments within Life Republic
– an existing township in Pune
undergoing continued development
by KPDL – which will house 4,000
residents. Built around the core
values of creativity, sensitivity and
sustainability, Life Republic spans
370 hectares of land within the
Hinjewadi region of Pune. Hinjewadi
one of the largest IT hub in India,
home to many leading IT companies
and therefore a large job market.

At present, Life Republic houses 11,000
residents. This figure is expected
to rise to 12,400 in 2020, 19,200 in
2021, 21,968 in 2022 and 23,368
in 2023. Once the development is
complete in the next 12 to 14 years,
there will be a total of 80,000
residents living within the township.

1,000

Apartments

10+

Smart solutions

4,000

Future residents
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The Life Republic
township in Pune, India
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Basketball court within the
Life Republic township, India
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Smart solutions to
meet residents’ needs

An innovative
partnership

Planet will implement several smart
solutions across the entire Life
Republic township to benefit the whole
community. On the Planet App, we
have designed a new ‘Gate’ feature
specifically for India which enables
residents to invite friends, parents,
maintenance staff, couriers and
taxis into their residence by allowing
residents to communicate with the
gatekeeper who receives notifications
when guests arrive. Once tests are
complete, we will fully implement the
functionality across the township.

Life Republic is designed to achieve one
single objective: a meaningful way of
life for the thinking mind. Our expertise
positions us to meet the needs of
burgeoning city populations and their
expectation of smarter services.

There are also plans to develop
an urban park that will include an
entrance plaza, pause area, Art Street
- Pune’s first outdoor museum, as well
as an outdoor café and event lawn.
The aim is for the gardens to serve as
a central meeting place for residents,
and community activities such as
the open cinema will be held here,
helping to build a thriving community.

At our offices in Pune, India, we are
building a team of experts such as
business developers, engineers,
architects and digital innovators,
who will also work closely with
our Competence Centre.

Thanks to a Community Manager
joining Planet in May 2020, current
events will be scaled up, and a
complete calendar of activities will be
organised, harnessing the expertise of
the Social Innovation Team based at
our Competence Centre in Turin, Italy.

Many other smart solutions will be
implemented, including bookcrossing,
smart benches, fitness trails, smart
gym equipment, smart street
lighting, smart water systems,
locations for air quality readings,
and SOS emergency poles.
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Little Elm:
tackling the housing
deficit in Texas, USA
Located northwest of Dallas, in Texas,
Little Elm is our first real estate project
in the United States. Developed in
partnership with Palladium Group
USA, the smart neighbourhood
will comprise of circa 300 housing
units, part of a larger district with
further 600 housing units.

There will be a large number of
community enrichment activities on
offer, as well as an impressive array
of amenities, including a swimming
pool, park, clubroom, spa, games
room, fitness centre and outdoor
kitchen – as well as restaurants,
bars and a business lounge.

Set within the rapidly growing
Lakefront area, which boasts over
60 miles of shoreline, the aim
is to make Little Elm a regional
destination, thanks to its picturesque
"staycation" look and feel.

Our Technical Teams are evaluating
the scope for smart solutions
implementation within the fourstory multi-use development, all
of which will be integrated into
Planet’s in-house digital tool, the
Planet App. The project will launch
at the beginning of Q4 2020.
A render of
Little Elm, USA
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Co-living
CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
Diverse forms of living, working,
socialising and using services have
come about in recent years, as the
concept of life expands and diversifies.
Technology has given us the possibility
to choose where we do different types
of activities, and the home is no longer
merely a place to rest, but also a place
to work, learn, have fun, watch a film
or do exercise.

People who want to live in cities are
looking for new stimuli and socialisation
opportunities, and can vary from young
workers, short term students and
researchers, to freelancers, managers
and small entrepreneurs. We will soon
develop the first co-living pilot project in
collaboration with Kolte-Patil Developers
Limited (KPDL) in Pune, India.

More than ever, citizens require
shared living spaces, as well as
integrated housing, neighbourhood
and leisure services, which dilute
the boundaries between internal
and exterior areas. There is a strong
demand for temporary housing
solutions connected to the search for
job opportunities or the pursuit of a
specific lifestyle.
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Planet’s co-living proposition

Resilient spaces

The co-living concept is halfway between a hotel and a standard home.
Developments consist of between 150 and 400 housing units in central positions
within the world’s cities, with the average stay for residents being between six
months and two years.

Communal areas are flexible and can be transformed as needed.

Terrace

Living space

It offers different housing solutions, both private and shared, from the room to
the studio, apartment and spaces for additional work-oriented services ‒
co-working, meeting rooms and laboratories. There are also spaces for services
that encourage socialisation and collaborative networks, such as lounges, shared
kitchens and a library.

An open space with urban gardens
on the rooftop used for meeting,
socialising and informal events. The
presence of a covered and shaded area
allows for outdoor activities such as
outdoor cinema screenings, community
barbeques and yoga classes to take
place throughout the year. Features
include smart lighting, special paints,
intelligent irrigation systems, domestic
composter and photovoltaic systems.

A multifunctional and flexible
room where residents and external
users can meet, carry out activities,
promote initiatives and activate
services. The room is characterised
with armchairs and coffee tables,
bookcrossing services, and a
community bulletin board.

Our proposed housing solution allows residents to enjoy an affordable, compact
space with essential equipment, such as a fridge and microwave, to maximise
comfort and privacy. However, the majority of the time, residents utilise shared
spaces across the complex. Shared spaces will be located mainly on the ground
floor and rooftop to foster synergy between activities. Areas will preferably have
independent access from outside as well.

Urban lounge
A variety of activities and events can
take place in the urban lounge. The
room features comfortable sofas,
chairs and tables, as well as lockers.

Community fitness
classes help residents
to stay fit
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A variety of exciting services,
amenities and innovative
solutions facilitated by the
Planet App are on offer.

Communal laundry
areas save valuable
space in the home
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Co-working

Shops

The space offers the opportunity to
develop a network of international
contacts. It will be easily
reconfigurable so that residents can
accommodate different activities.

Commercial services with profiles as
consistent as possible with the co-living
can be favoured. The spaces feature
a beacon and must be aggregable
and divisible to respond to diverse
commercial activities.

Gym

Laundry room

A small gym for yoga classes or
gymnastics. The space must be capable
of being used by individuals and small
groups, and as a place for recreational
activities for different types of users.

A room for washing and drying
laundry, also open to the
neighbourhood. There will be chairs
to sit and read a book or socialise
while waiting for linen collection.

Social kitchen

Spa and fitness area

A spacious kitchen that is dedicated
to conviviality, fully equipped
withshared stoves, equipment and
appliances. The space is bookable by
both co-living residents as well as
external users. Social activities, such
as potluck dinners and community
barbeques, are encouraged.

The fitness room provides a space
with equipment for training and
keeping fit for use by both co-living
residents as well as external users.
The spa features a sauna and Turkish
bath, designed to free the mind
from everyday stress and contribute
to a balance of body and mind.
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Services, amenities and
innovative solutions
Housekeeping

Concierge

Clothes care

Discount club

Regular services that help to keep the
common spaces organised and tidy.
Cleaning of private areas takes place
weekly, and residents can request extra
cleans via the Planet App. This service
is operated by an external company
and managed by a Facility Manager.

The concierge service will manage
the building and co-living services,
as well as provide constant
assistance and arrange solutions
in response to special requests. It
must be positioned with maximum
visibility at the building entrance.

A variety of laundry services would
be provided here, such as washing,
dry cleaning and ironing. The service
can be booked via the Planet App.

Planet will establish partnerships with
local and global brands to provide
discounts to residents. The service
will integrate into the Planet App.

Health corner

Art wall

A toolkit will be accessible to all
residents and contains an assortment
of devices to allow the constant
monitoring of patients. All devices
connect to a control panel which sends
the data collected by the patient via
a satellite or internet connection.

A series of close-up screens
arranged into a mosaic allows a large
amount of content to be transmitted.
The ability to take advantage of
monitors of different sizes and
resolutions also enables the creation
of multiple configurations.

Bistrot design
experience

Innovative
meeting room

Hosting artistic installations made with
innovative materials and technologies,
users will feel transported to surreal
environments between the material
and the ephemeral. Its specific
location will also be a meeting place
for distinctive joyful moments.

These are spaces configured
with the most advanced
technologies to offer
businesses, startups and
private individuals collaborative
connections to the world within
a continually evolving landscape.

Meal preparation

Digital maintenance log

Operated by a chef, this service
provides daily healthy meal
preparation as well personalised meals
that can be requested on the Planet
App. Booking is also available for
events such as birthday dinners and
celebrations within the social kitchen.

This digital log ensures that newly
installed systems are well maintained
and efficient. Digitising records means
that maintenance can be scheduled
based on up-to-date reports, and with
accurate data quantifying items that
need repair and the associated costs.

Wi-Fi accessibility

Subscriptions

Internet will be available within the
scope of the whole co-living building.
By simple login, the Wi-Fi will be on
disposal in the room and across all
common spaces.

Residents benefit from easy and
fast subscriptions to streaming
services. There will be an option to
choose between preferred services
or to combine and have them all.
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Our research

International
leadership in research
2019 has seen several new
research initiatives emerge. As we
grow internationally, we are giving
special focus to the importance
of ongoing research in ensuring
Planet remains abreast of the latest
developments in affordable housing
and smart solutions integration.

Scientific Committee
launched
In February 2020, the launch of
our Scientific Committee at the
World Urban Forum 10 was an
essential step towards sustaining
our thought leadership. Members
joined the networking event “Places
that matter: how affordable
neighbourhoods can be smart and
innovative creating communities
that improve the quality of life of
residents”, where they shared insights
among an international audience.

Mohamed El Sioufi, Chairman of Planet's
international Scientific Committee,
speaking at the World Urban Forum
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Moving forwards, the multidisciplinary
group of independent experts
from around the world will help
pioneer an innovative approach to
delivering high-quality, affordable
smart homes based on the latest
academic research and cutting-edge

technology. The committee provides
us with advice on how our approach
can further enhance the quality of
life of individuals and communities.
The unique insights of committee
members will complement the
diverse expertise of Planet’s team of
architectural, digital, environmental
and social innovation specialists at
our Competence Centre in Turin,
Italy, aligning the business with the
New Urban Agenda and Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
Chairing the committee is Mohamed El
Sioufi, an expert in urban planning who
spent 20 years as Senior Advisor for
the United Nations Human Settlement
Programme (UN-Habitat), alongside
consulting on World Bank projects
and at various academic institutions.
In addition, we secured the advice
of Francesca Medda, Director of
University College London’s Institute
of Finance and Technology who
specialises in digital finance and impact
investment. Also on the committee is
Francesca De Filippi, professor at the
Polytechnic University of Turin and
Director of the Research Center on
Habitat in the Global South (CRDPVS).
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Our research

Partnership with the Polytechnic University of Turin

The initiative is part of a broad
network of collaborations involving
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Leading energy project

To strengthen territorial links
and drive growth, we are
developing a data collection and
analysis tool in collaboration
with the Social Cooperative of
Valdocco and Evaluation of
Education Policies (ASVAPP).

The EU Horizon 2020 Interconnect
development project will revolutionise
the energy management sector
– and we are proud to have been
chosen to lead the Italian initiative.
Interconnect aims to foster
interoperability between different
domestic devices and encourage the
exchange of information between
appliances and energy management
systems, while guaranteeing the
privacy and security of users’ data.

The tool will support the Open
Welfare project with quantitative
and geo-referenced data collected
from databases held by the 147
organisations involved in the
Welfare Cantiere Regionale Call (We.
Care), launched by the Piedmont
Region of Italy last year.

The Polytechnic University
of Turin, Italy

Announced in July 2019, our
international partnership with the
Polytechnic University of Turin,
Italy, is the most comprehensive
agreement of its kind. It will enable
us to develop a global network of
partners and find innovative solutions
for affordable urban living.

Data collection

international research studies and
universities, including the Bocconi
University of Milan, also in Italy, and
the Institute for Advanced Architecture
of Catalonia in Barcelona, Spain.
Together with all departments of
the university, we will carry out joint
research and technology transfers to
help develop new ideas in architecture,
engineering and industrial design.

The challenge is to combine social
policies, labour policies and economic
development with social cohesion.

We are working in collaboration
with Whirlpool Corporation, the
Polytechnic University of Milan,
and Research on Energy Systems
(RSE) to explore how digitisation
and optimisation of household
appliances can reduce CO2 emissions.
Solutions will enable the digitisation
of homes, buildings and electrical
networks based on architectures
for the Internet of Things (IoT).
The four-year pilot project is running
in seven European countries: Portugal,
Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands,
Italy, Greece, France and Belgium.
Regulators, policymakers, building
owners, developers and integrators will
benefit from the advanced solutions
once they reach the market by 2023.
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The affordable housing market

Demand on the rise
Many people are struggling to pay for
a decent, affordable home. Households
spend a larger share of their budgets
on housing than almost anything else.
Prices have increased dramatically in
many countries, especially for renters.
Low-income households such as youth,
families with children and seniors
are finding good quality affordable
housing increasingly out of reach.
By 2030, the United Nations Human
Settlement Programme (UN-Habitat)
estimates that 3 billion people, about
40% of the world’s population, will
need access to adequate housing.

In the meantime, one in five people
on the planet currently lives in
inadequate housing. With the
global population sized 7.8 billion
and expected to reach 10 billion by
2056, the demand for affordable
housing is only going to grow.
The societal trend of migration to
urban areas has accelerated at a
much faster pace than expected.
In 1950, only 3% of the global
population lived in cities. Today,
this figure stands at 55%. By 2050,
the UN forecasts it will hit 70%.

Additionally, an estimated 100 million
people worldwide are homeless,
and one in four people live in
conditions that are harmful to their
health, safety and prosperity.

Traditional affordable housing
projects like the one pictured lack
urban planning and services
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The affordable housing market

More than just
roofs over heads
We must confront the fact that the
global housing crisis is not only
affecting one part of the world or
another. In essence, the problem
lies in the very structure of our
fast-urbanising world, and nearly
all global cities are falling short on
building functional enough, affordable
housing for those who need it most.
Sufficient homes shouldn’t be seen
primarily as a financial instrument
or investment vehicle but as a
fundamental human right.
Despite presenting one of the most
pressing global issues currently, the
affordable housing shortage is also
an opportunity Planet continues
to pursue enthusiastically. More
than building roofs over heads, we
are bringing affordability, services,
sustainability and social innovation
programmes together to impact lives
for better, reduce the cost of living,
and empower residents to have a say
in their communities.
Traditionally, the affordable
housing market suffers from
poor infrastructure, lack of urban
planning, services or social
innovation programmes.
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Through our cutting-edge technology,
we aim to reduce the cost of living for
our residents, impacting their quality of
life positively.
Residents can manage consumption
and costs easily via smartphone with
the Planet App, our proprietary district
platform designed to enable access to
smart solutions and social innovation
offerings available to our communities.
Also on the topic of how natural
resources and consumption link to
affordable housing, water scarcity is
one of the most substantial global risks
of the decade, according to the World
Economic Forum.
UN projections indicate that two-thirds
of the world's population could face
water shortages by 2025. Meanwhile,
research reveals that homes lose
between 2,000 and 20,000 gallons of
water on average every year due to
leaks.
Although water scarcity affects every
continent, citizens living in informal
housing are most impacted.

In order to save water in our
developments, we build new
infrastructure and use a variety of
solutions, including smart irrigation
systems which monitor variables
such as weather, soil conditions
and plant needs, allowing them to
distribute water across green spaces,
saving water consistently efficiently.
Meanwhile, residents track water
systems in real-time via the Planet
App, reducing their costs.

To tackle the global housing deficit,
we need to build more houses and
provide means in which citizens
can live comfortably with access to
services and tools to help manage their
expenses and households – and this
is especially true for a demographic in
which every saving matters.

Through our cutting-edge
technology, we aim to
reduce the cost of living for
our residents, impacting
their quality of life positively.
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Key facts about smart cities

People-focused smart cities
As technology continues to evolve,
the Internet of Things (IoT), 5G
and artificial intelligence are
playing a major role in shaping
cities and how we live in them.
If well managed, digital technologies
can contribute to sustainable
development by reducing carbon
emissions, increasing access to
affordable housing, enhancing
participation in policy-making for
citizens, and ensuring access to
inclusive services for communities.
Traditionally depicted as an urban
area that uses different types of
data collection sensors to support
decision making, the smart city
concept has been shifting recently.
Well informed debates have raised
questions about our collective
responsibility to give good use
to new technologies, so that we
maximise benefits and prevent
unintended consequences.

Digital services help bridge
social inequalities and enrich
residents’ lives
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At Planet Smart City, we are proud
to have championed the vision to
create smart cities that put people
first and create inclusive communities,
helping bridge social inequalities.

As we have conceptualised it,
people are at the heart of our value
proposition and technology serves
residents – be it through empowering
them to make a difference in their
communities, improving their quality
of life, or reducing expenses.
Such a shift became even more evident
when the United Nations Human
Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat)
launched the Flagship Programme
‘People-focused Smart Cities’, at the
World Urban Forum 10, which took
place in Abu Dhabi in February 2020.
The main objective of the programme
is to make urban digital transformation
work for the benefit of all, driving
sustainability, inclusivity, prosperity,
and the realisation of human rights
in cities and human settlements.
UN-Habitat is working closely with
national and local governments to
help them build skills and capabilities
to develop, procure and effectively
use digital technologies ethically
and inclusively, making sure that
no one is left behind. Planet is
working in the same direction,
ensuring that technology serves
our residents in the best possible
way throughout our communities.
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Key facts about smart cities

The digital divide
One of the critical challenges to be faced currently with regards to
use of technology worldwide is the digital divide, the gap between
those who already have access to computers and to the internet,
and those who do not. UN-Habitat data has provided the below
statistics, which display the true extent of the issue across the world:

50%

80%

3.6bn

2%

World’s population
is online

People without affordable
access to the internet

327m

More men who own smartphones with
mobile internet than women globally
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Samyra and Letícia improve their
IT skills with a Planet Institute
course at the Smart City Laguna
Innovation Hub, Brazil

Population that is still offline, among
the world’s 47 least developed countries

Women who own a smartphone with
internet access in Latin America, the
Caribbean, East Asia and the Pacific

Connecting communities
To overcome the digital divide, we
must foster inclusivity, so that data,
artificial intelligence and connectivity
can be used as social inclusion
tools, empowering citizens to shape
the future of their communities.
Our developments offer all residents
and the surrounding community free
high-speed Wi-Fi in public spaces.
Inclusivity is fostered across our
cities and districts with value-adding
initiatives designed to meet the needs
of residents – for example, at Smart
City Laguna in Brazil, we run free IT

courses open to anyone. At Quartiere
Giardino in Milan, Italy, our Community
Manager runs a free smartphone
course for seniors to ensure everyone
can benefit from digital connectivity.
We cannot underestimate the
power of digital technologies to
tackle social inequality and create
better cities. We firmly believe that
our smart city projects and the
solutions we provide to our residents
can empower communities by
offering them the tools they need
to improve their quality of life.
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Corporate impact

Investing for good:
a catalyst for
positive change
Planet integrates corporate impact methodology across all areas of
the business. Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance (ESG)
supports our initiatives in the countries we operate and sets the tone of
our global multi-disciplinary approach to sustainable development. It also
serves as the foundation for our decision-making process by focusing on
people, planet, purpose, as well as business ethics and compliance.
Supported by procedures and systems, strong governance is
at the heart of the company. This ensures we apply high levels
of professional and personal integrity in all that we do.
Planet has put in place the necessary policies and procedures
including a Code of Conduct to ensure that the highest standards
of compliance are embedded into our eco-system.
As stewards of long-term enterprise value, the role of the Board of Directors is
vital in overseeing Planet’s environmental and social impact. The Board meets
quarterly and represents a diverse and equal group of experts in their fields. There
is complete alignment between the Board (shareholders) and our Leadership
Team. Shareholders are given an opportunity to vote on important issues and
each Board Member has a standard voting right. Planet avoids conflicts of interest
in their choice of Board Members and does not engage in illegal practices.

Employees, communities
and the environment
We focus on three key areas – employees, communities and the environment –
and we work internally and with external stakeholders to create positive impact
while achieving our company goals. We ensure that our values are translated into
action, globally.
Our teams consist of innovators and doers. We value our people and make sure
that our employees work in a safe and healthy environment where mutual trust,
respect and open communication are fostered. We are proud to engage with a
diverse workforce, recruiting, employing and promoting employees based on
their unique talents and the objectives and abilities to perform the job at hand.
We realise our potential to impact communities, who are at the heart of our
business proposition. We provide the tools they need to improve their quality
of life. For the planet, we adopt sustainable operations and business practices
to ensure developments work for the environment. Our expert teams take a
sustainable approach to materials analysis, prototype development, pricing
analysis, testing and implementation.

Our Annual Financial Accounts (year ending 31st December) are audited by
Deloitte and redacted according to IFRS. We also issue unaudited Half Yearly
Financial Report, as well as Quarterly Trading Statements, but no accounts.
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Corporate impact

To measure the impact of our projects,
we have developed two methods:

Interactive Impact Assessment Tool

The Smart Community Matrix calculates the ‘smartness’ of new greenfield
real estate projects by measuring the effectiveness of more than 200 smart
solutions and determining the value they bring to residents. As a result, we
can better understand how these developments are performing on six key
qualities: attractiveness, inclusivity, health, digitalisation, communication,
and efficiency. Final evaluation is given on a scale from one to ten.

This tool quantifies the impact of smart solutions integration based on
measurable indicators such as energy consumption, CO2 emissions, access
to public services, and the quantity of public and green spaces. Preliminary
use of the tool in Smart City Laguna, Brazil, has highlighted the following:

6
qualities
qualities
Smart
Community
Matrix

200+
solutions
solutions

People / Technology

Digital / Efficient / Informative / Attractive / Healthy / Inclusive

Smart Community Matrix

Energy consumption
reduction - smart
lighting2

Urban spaces for
collective use - public
and green spaces

It is estimated that the LED lighting
at Smart City Laguna (phase 1)
reduces energy consumption by
71%, or the equivalent of 271 MWh
per year, cutting carbon emissions
by 25 tons each year3.

Green and public space has been
calculated at 54 hectares, which is
equivalent to 77 football fields of green
and public space. This represents 16%
of the total area of the project or 30.8
square metres per capita.

Citizen services
- Innovation Hub
courses and activities
Since 2016, a total of more
than 10,000 people benefitted
from our programmes.

20
areas

areas

Environment / Planning & Architecture / Technological Systems / Social innovation
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2. Baseiline for high pressure sodium lamps (HPS).
3. 94 Carbon Intensity (gCO2eq/kWh) in Northeast Brazil: https://www.electricitymap.org
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Employees
Part of the Digital Team
at OGR in Turin, Italy

Over the last year, our Human
Resources Team has implemented
several new initiatives to strengthen
our Leadership Team, which is the
driving force towards achieving the
ambitious strategy and roadmap set
up by our Global CEO, Gianni Savio.
We have implemented transparent
governance to ensure the right
people make important decisions and
have communicated clear lines of
hierarchy, policies and guidelines.
We are proud to have a multicultural
team coming from different
backgrounds in academia, big
companies and the entrepreneurial
world. In 2019 we established an
organisational culture that challenges
and rewards employees. We expect
them to take pride in their work
and continue to show passion
and dedication to the business.

Looking after
our employees
We believe it is fundamental to ensure that our actions as an employer align
with what our employees expect of us, and we want to make sure everyone
feels that they are supported and have all the tools they need to perform
their best. Being a good employer means making people feel part of a unified
team – after all, we are all striving to achieve the same collective aim.
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Planet has a formal organisational
chart outlining the management and
reporting structure of the company.
We hold regular Leadership Team
meetings to plan strategy and to make
operational decisions as a team.
All employees have updated written
job descriptions outlining
responsibilities and decision
making authority. The performance
management cycle aligns employee
priorities with our organisational
goals, and remuneration packages
are weighted and compared with
market compensation benchmarks to
ensure they are fair and effective.

Recent milestones:
•

The Leadership Team identified our
key cultural drivers at the start-up
workshop held in September 2019,
which kicked off periodic meetings of
Management Teams in Italy and Brazil.

•

We harmonised the assessment
of employees' performance and
potential across the company,
thanks to a calibration process. Goal
setting and appraisals are complete
across the company involving the
Leadership Team.

•

We defined the objectives and key
results (OKRs) for 2020, aligning the
efforts and individual goals of each
employee with the company strategy.

•

Our Human Resources and Finance
Teams built major processes and
a workshop to define our digital
strategy has taken place.

•

We hired seven Chief Officers
between February 2019 and March
2020. Following the arrival of the
Digital Strategy Officer in spring
2019, our Global Head of IT and
Global Data Manager and Insights
joined the company.

•

Construction, engineering, digital
services and advisory partnerships
have been put in place in Brazil,
India and Italy to achieve efficiencies
and master new competencies.
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Ensuring continuous natural
corridors throughout
cities and districts helps
maintain biodiversity

Environment

Some examples of what we
integrated into our projects in 2019:
Smart irrigation

Urban gardens

Irrigation systems utilise sensors and
online information to automatically
regulate the amount of water used
to hydrate green space depending on
real-time weather and soil conditions.

Urban vegetable gardens are a
significant component for smart cities,
and their impact depends on the specific
socio-economic and environmental
conditions in a community.

Ecological networks
One strategy is to create a
network of connected urban green
spaces with different surface
areas and functionalities.

Sustainable
environmental practices
We utilise a vast number of practices in our smart projects to care
for the environment, and ensure they are future-proof and developed
for the next generations. Reducing energy and maintaining healthy
levels of ecological biodiversity is of utmost importance, as is the
ability to sustain landscapes cheaply and efficiently. Each development
requires a specific set of environmental solutions and we apply
them according to each project and the community’s needs.
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Typically, large highly naturalised
core spaces are linked to smaller
areas with continuous natural
corridors, fostering the mobility of
animals and the genetic exchange
essential to maintaining biodiversity.
Connecting urban core areas with the
suburban environment is particularly
important as it encourages the
movement of different animal
species in a more open system.

Benefits include an improved
connection with food systems, physical
and mental health advantages
from fresh quality produce, social
opportunities, economic savings as
a result of food self-sufficiency, and
a reduced ecological footprint.
Distributing medium-sized community
gardens across urban environments
strengthens social relations and
fosters a sense of community.
Urban gardens are also interactive
places for learning and teaching.

Construction
pre-greening
Pre-greening is a best practice
that involves planting grass and
vegetation before or in conjunction
with a site's construction.
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Environment

Reduced maintenance

Best practices

We favour native and droughtresistant species that do not need
regular trimming and irrigation
and are suitable to the local
environment. Such low maintenance
plant species have economic and
environmental benefits due to their
reduced maintenance needs and
water consumption. Discontinuous
targeted pruning significantly
lowers management costs.

Consumption patterns heavily
depend on lifestyle choices. Creating
and disseminating guidelines helps
promote behaviour changes, encourage
reduced resource consumption, and
increase awareness among local
entities such as companies, public
establishments, schools, associations
and citizens. Implementation takes
place through the Planet App,
posters in public areas, and best
practice kits delivered to citizens.

Composting

Solar bricks

Residents are encouraged to
compost their food waste at
community composting stations.
Through a turning process, the
organic waste material becomes
useful nutrient-rich compost.

Glass bricks equipped with photovoltaic
cells, a battery, and LED lights can be
installed directly into flooring systems.

Best practice guidelines encourage
residents to make sustainable
choices, saving resources and money
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Community

School visits are held
regularly at Smart
City Laguna, Brazil

Fundamental to our smart projects is the Planet Institute, which offers a variety
of services and social innovation programmes to residents and the surrounding
community. Training courses allow citizens to learn new skills, enhance their
careers and even develop entrepreneurial spirits to start their own business.
Activities such as native seed distribution and permanent services such as
the Planet Library and Planet Cinema are also part of our vision to create live
communities which can evolve and engage with the surrounding population. Since
its inception, Planet Institute has served 10,000 people.
Early in 2020, we offered Smart City Laguna residents and the surrounding
community the opportunity to improve their skill set. Citizens became more
technologically savvy with the digital empowerment course, widened their career
opportunities with the English course and learned digital illustration techniques
for commercial use in the entrepreneurship in digital art course.
Available to book free of charge via the Planet App, Planet Institute promotes
some of its courses in partnership with Sebrae Ceará, a non-profit entity for
sustainable development of the Brazilian economy.

Education and sports

Community-centric
practices are central
to our business
We provide more than just a home. We create communities that are
smart, sustainable and socially inclusive. Community building is a vital
aspect of the business, and is central to the construction of our smart
cities and the intelligent solutions we implement into neighbourhoods.
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On International Day of Sport for
Development and Peace in April, the
institute held a street sports event,
where we offered performances and
free activities in partnership with Rede
Esporte pela Mudança Social (REMS).
In July, an event on Social Action took
place at the Innovation Hub in Smart
City Laguna. We offered several free
services, including haircuts, a health
tent providing physical evaluations,
blood glucose and pressure
measurements, and recreational
games for children and adolescents.
Smart City Laguna also hosted the
first Entrepreneurial Fair in 2019,
bringing together more than 20 small
businesses at the Innovation Hub.

In Italy, Planet is the main sponsor of
BEA Chieri, a Piedmontese basketball
club which supports BaskIn.
A combination of the words ‘Basketball’
and ‘Inclusion’, BaskIn allows ablebodied and those with mental
or physical disabilities to play a
basketball-inspired sport together.

INSTITUTO
Planet smart city
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Maria Monteiro from Rio
Grande do Norte took Planet
Institute’s handicrafts course
and became an artisan with
a new source of income

Community

Nearby resident’s life
transformed by Smart
City Natal
Before hearing about Planet
Institute’s handicraft courses
through the Association of Artisans
(Artmar), Maria Monteiro ‒ resident
of Massaranduba ‒ had no fixed
employment since 2014. Having
found a course at Smart City Natal,
she was given a chance to start over
and generate a source of income.
Growing requests for accessories
made from carnaúba straw and
‘fuxico’ have meant she is now able to
contribute to supporting her family.

To learn more about Planet Institute,
please visit:
www.planetsmartcity.com.br/
instituto-planet
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How Planet is tackling the
United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals

It is abundantly clear that a much
deeper, faster and more ambitious
response is needed to unleash the
social and economic transformation
needed to achieve our 2030 goals.

We advance and co-create positive social,
economic and environmental impact globally.
In 2015, the UN announced 17 SDGs to be achieved by 2030, including goals for
ending poverty, fighting inequality and injustice, and tackling climate change. Set
out as a comprehensive action plan for governments, companies and communities,
the goals support and contribute towards people, planet and prosperity.
Institutions who commit to the SDGs are expected to develop long-term strategies
and take ownership of the global sustained effort to achieve the goals and create
a better world. Planet is an active part of this endeavour and several of the
SDGs align with our mission. Across the business, we are researching, mapping,
analysing and developing strategies, solutions and key partnerships which are
intrinsically related to accomplishing the goals. Our strategy for social innovation,
which helps us advance and co-create positive impact, is based on a human
development methodology and combines systems, complexity analysis, iterative
design thinking, and co-creation in multi-disciplinary teams.
Research is at the core of everything we do. Over the past year, almost 50
widespread social innovation projects from international research centres such
as Nesta and Stanford have been investigated. Our teams study and define social
innovation processes and introduce them into Planet’s workflow. The aim of this
research is to make best practices available for a larger international audience.

- The United Nations (UN)
We are an innovative and disruptive proptech operator which designs and
develops smart affordable housing worldwide, offering current and future
generations access to the fundamental right to housing.
Our approach uses large, replicable, service-oriented smart formats geared
towards achieving the principles of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
so we can create communities that are smart, sustainable and socially inclusive.
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Our methodology
Since we started building our first
community in Smart City Laguna,
Brazil, we have gained a richer
understanding of the huge potential
of the bottom-up approach for
human development.
Based on the concept of the
Autonomy-Respecting Assistance
(originally designed in the framework
of Development Cooperation) to
assist residents in developing their
own community, we have enriched
the process by creating the role
of the Community Manager, a
professional who is based within the
development and supports residents,
helping the community thrive.
For us, understanding the needs of
our residents and the surrounding
community is paramount. This is
how we can plan our projects in the
best possible way, providing the
infrastructure, services and solutions
they need the most.
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This process involves constant work
with our communities in each of our
smart cities – Laguna, Aquiraz and
Natal in Brazil, – and smart districts in
Pune, India, and São Paulo, Brazil.
With the learnings and research
findings collected over the past
years, in 2020 we have started
gathering all of the data which will
guide us on measuring our impact.
The Planet App has been further finetuned and will incorporate the impact
measurement approach.

Tailor-made impact assessment
Based on the latest findings of the
research undertaken in 2019, we are
now able to devise our tailor-made
impact assessment methodology. It
combines qualitative and quantitative
data collection methods and comprises
test and refinement as we grow as a
business and our impact follows suit.
Evidence and information can be
collected in situ with the use of the
Smart Community Matrix (SCM), a tool
developed by Planet in partnership
with Arup, which measures different
aspects of a development, such
as infrastructure, mobility, public
spaces, water, soil, energy, network
and devices, community, wellbeing,
education, local economies and
security. Data will be collected every six
months so we can measure progress
against set goals.
The Interactive Impact Assessment
Tool (IIAT) is currently being developed
by Planet and the Polytechnic
University of Turin, Italy, and will help
us further measure the effects of our
solutions. Implementation is expected
through the course of 2020.
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How our initiatives
meet SDGs
Our activities and the 200 solutions we offer in our catalogue correlate with
the areas of the SDGs, presenting real drivers towards reaching specific
goals. We understand the SDGs are a comprehensive shared call to action
to companies and governments around the world, and we strive to work
in alignment with all 17 of the goals. However, due to the nature of our
business, we have defined specific focus on the following goals in particular:

SDG 4: quality
education

Our initiatives
English, business skills development,
technology and craft courses
are offered for free within our
neighbourhoods as part of our vision
to provide inclusive, quality education
and lifelong learning opportunities
for everyone. Education programmes
are easily booked via the Planet
App, making courses accessible
to everyone. Since its inception,
Planet Institute, our non-profit arm
in Brazil, has provided courses and
free learning opportunities for more
than 10,000 people – both residents
and the surrounding community.
At Quartiere Giardino, in Cesano
Boscone, near Milan, Italy, we are
running a smartphone course for the
elderly to ensure older citizens can
benefit from our Planet App offerings.
The initiative started in December
2019 and we have since offered these

courses to 20 seniors every month.
In addition, we hold informative events
to raise awareness on community
engagement, and to improve
interpersonal and professional skills.
In 2018, we first organised a craft
fair with citizens who took part in
the handicrafts course we offered
in Mirafiori Sud, a neighbourhood
in Turin, Italy. The event was a big
success. In the past two years, we
have replicated the format and held
five craft fairs in various districts in
Italy. Our aim is twofold: to support the
creation of groups of citizens involved
in handicrafts courses, and to offer
them the opportunity to sell their
products and generate income. These
events resulted in the engagement of
between 15 and 20 cross-generational
exhibitors, with around 150 to 200
citizens attending as buyers.

SDG 4 is made of ten targets to ensure inclusive, equitable, quality
education, and to promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.
At Planet, we have chosen to focus on the following targets:
4.4 Increase the number of people with relevant skills for financial success.
4.5 Eliminate all discrimination in education.
4.7 Education for sustainable development and global citizenship.
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Eduarda and Grazielle at a Planet
Institute course offered at the Innovation
Hub in Smart City Laguna, Brazil
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SDG 5: gender
equality
Gender equality is not only a fundamental human
right, but a necessary foundation for a peaceful,
prosperous and sustainable world.
The UN has defined nine targets and 14 indicators for SDG 5.
Planet has chosen to focus on the following:
5.1 End discrimination against women and girls.
5.5 Ensure full participation in leadership and decision-making.
5.A Equal rights to economic resources, property ownership
and financial services.
5.B Promote empowerment of women through technology.
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Our initiatives
In our smart cities, women are
empowered to access the real estate
market and to become homeowners.
In most cases, they are the first of
their generation to purchase their own
property. Besides being able to access,
manage, save and grow capital, they
can set up their own business, access
health services and take part in
further education via online courses
provided to our residents and the
nearby community.
Local entrepreneurs, women and men,
also benefit from the opportunity to
open a shop to serve the community
with local products and services.

Our developments are inclusive
of people from all walks of life.
To ensure all residents feel safe,
including women, we implement a
range of solutions, including SOS
poles across our developments and
the SOS button on the Planet App.
Our Community Managers help
ensure equality among residents
and take on board feedback from
all corners of the community
before making decisions. Women’s
empowerment and entrepreneurship
is also promoted with free courses
offered by Planet Institute, which are
available to book via the Planet App.

Claudenice Ferreira, owner of
the Caipiras Fashion salon at
Smart City Laguna, Brazil
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SDG 6: clean water
and sanitation
The UN has defined eight targets for SDG 6. We have chosen to
focus on the following:
6.1 Safe and affordable drinking water.
6.2 Safe sanitation and hygiene.
6.3 Improve water quality, wastewater treatment and safe reuse.
6.4 Increase water use efficiency and ensure fresh water supplies.
6.5 Implement integrated water resources management.
6.6 Protect and restore water-related ecosystems.

Our initiatives
Well-designed infrastructure ensures
the efficient use of natural resources.
Our developments feature a variety of
water management systems – from
water quality monitoring systems, to
water distribution – that regulate and
reduce water consumption.
So far, Smart City Laguna’s water
distribution network has seen 32,954
metres of sewage system, 13,006
metres of drainage pipes and 36,884
metres of aqueduct installed.

Smart irrigation systems utilise
sensors and online information
to monitor real-time weather
information, soil conditions, and plant
needs – automatically regulating the
amount of water used to hydrate
our green spaces. Residents may
also track their household water
consumption via the Planet App,
which increases awareness on water
conservation. In addition, we advise
third-parties on the implementation
of water management solutions to
tackle water scarcity globally.

Installation of pipes at
Smart City Laguna, Brazil
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SDG 7: affordable
and clean energy
Energy is central to nearly every major
challenge and opportunity the world faces
today. Be it for jobs, security, climate change,
food production or increasing incomes,
access to energy for all is essential.
The UN has defined five targets for SDG 7. We have chosen to
focus on the following:
7.1 Universal access to modern energy.
7.2 Increase global percentage of renewable energy.
7.3.1 Energy efficiency.
7.A Promote access, technology and investments in clean energy.
7.B Expand and upgrade energy services for developing countries.
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Our initiatives
To date, Planet has tested the use
of solar energy and smart street
lighting at Smart City Laguna in Brazil,
where 882 efficient lamps with a
total power distribution network of
26,100 metres have been installed.
Energy monitoring systems keep
residents informed on clean energy
usage inside the Innovation Hub.
We also lead the Italian initiative as part
of the EU Horizon 2020 Interconnect
project. The aim of the initiative is to

innovate in the energy management
sector by fostering interoperability
and exchange of information
between domestic appliances and
energy management systems.
We are collaborating with Whirlpool,
the Polytechnic University of Milan
and Research on Energy Systems
(RSE) to explore how digitisation and
optimisation can reduce CO2 emissions.

Photovoltaic plates installed
at the Innovation Hub,
Smart City Laguna, Brazil
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SDG 9: industry,
innovation and
infrastructure

SDG 10:
reduced
inequalities

The UN has defined eight targets for SDG 9. Planet
has chosen to focus on the following:
9.1 Develop sustainable, resilient and inclusive infrastructures.
9.3 Increase access to financial services and markets.
9.5 Enhance research and upgrade industrial technologies.
9.A Facilitate sustainable infrastructure development for developing countries.
9.B Support technology development, research and innovation in developing countries.
9.C Universal access to information and communications technology.

Our initiatives
Our infrastructure can greatly benefit
from services and initiatives that
are introduced from our catalogue
of smart solutions. We promote
matchmaking platforms for services
such as carpooling and babysitting via
the Planet App, which collects essential
data that can then be utilised for
further research studies.
When choosing locations to develop
our real estate projects, we conduct
in-depth research on the industrial
capacities of the countries.
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Once we launch, future-proof
infrastructure is built to support
the establishment of commercial
businesses. Advanced urban planning
eases the use of conventional services
such as schools and commercial
centres, which become faster and more
efficient, saving resources and time.
Our skilled planning of extensive
networks improves the use of services
and ensures they are distributed
equally across neighbourhoods.

Inequality persists and large disparities
remain in access to health and
education services and other assets.
The UN has defined ten targets for SDG 10. We
has chosen to focus on the following:
10.2 Promote universal social, economic and political inclusion.
10.3 Ensure equal opportunities, reduce inequalities
of outcome and end discrimination.

Our initiatives
The projects we build are compliant
with national policies and bring the
expertise required to provide better
living conditions for citizens. We
empower residents and communities
in various smart cities and districts
worldwide thanks to the smart
solutions and services we offer.
The Innovation Hub is a key feature
in our horizontal developments

and provides learning and leisure
opportunities for free.
The hub regularly welcomes visits
from schools and nearby residents of
all backgrounds, including those living
in informal settlements. This inclusive
approach is at the core of our projects
and showcases our commitment to
social inclusion, social innovation and
bottom-up human development.
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SDG 11:
sustainable cities
and communities
The future we want includes cities of opportunities
for all, with access to basic services, energy, housing,
transportation and more.
The UN has defined ten targets for SDG 11. Planet
has chosen to focus on the following:
11.1 Safe and affordable housing.
11.3 Inclusive and sustainable urbanisation and capacity for participatory,
integrated human settlement planning and management.
11.6 Reduce the environmental impacts of cities, with special
attention to air quality and waste management.
11.7 Provide access to safe and inclusive green and public spaces.
11.C Support least developed countries in sustainable and resilient building.
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Our initiatives
Through the development of smart
solutions for cities and districts,
we ensure access to adequate,
safe and affordable housing and
essential services. Our aim is
to comfortably and sustainably
house hundreds of thousands of
residents in the years to come.
We do so by continually researching
how we can change lives for the
better. This is evident across our
entire smart solutions catalogue
– from smart lighting and smart
gyms, to free Wi-Fi in communal
spaces, smart pedestrian crossings
and urban furniture for all (DfA).
To reduce economic marginalisation
and foster social inclusion, we
promote better relationships
and community engagement
through a sharing economy,
supported by services and leisure
activities such as free events and
community-building initiatives.

Our communities benefit from
increased smart and inclusive
mobility that facilitates accessibility.
The planning methods we use
ensure effective space management,
with well-planned infrastructure
making travel easier and more
environmentally friendly. In
Smart City Laguna, Brazil, an
efficient network of 32,517 metres
of roads has been laid out.
Technological solutions and efficient
planning of extensive networks
ensure equal distribution of services
across our neighbourhoods – meeting
the needs of communities and
encouraging new relationships.
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SDG 12: responsible
consumption
and production
SDG 12 is about promoting resource and energy
efficiency, sustainable infrastructure, and
providing access to basic services, green and
decent jobs and a better quality of life for all.

Our initiatives
We encourage our communities to
adopt sustainable practices across
the whole waste lifecycle: reduction,
reuse, recycling, collection, and waste
recovery. For example, we use ‘Fun
Theory’ to promote responsible waste
disposal, and provide residents with
guidelines on reducing food waste.
In addition, the gamification feature on
the Planet App encourages residents
to complete virtuous missions, such
as litter picking in communal areas,
in exchange for vouchers to purchase
items at local businesses.

The UN has defined 11 targets for SDG 12. Planet has chosen to
focus on the following:
12.5 Substantially reduce waste generation through
prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse.
12.8 Promote universal understanding of sustainable lifestyles.

Waste bins at Smart City
Laguna, Brazil. use ‘Fun Theory’
to encourage interaction
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SDG 17: partnership
for the goals
Leaders - companies and individuals - across
the world have a monumental opportunity
to reduce inequality, end poverty, protect the
environment and promote justice and peace.
The UN has defined 19 targets for SDG 17. Planet has chosen to
focus on the following:
17.6 Knowledge sharing and cooperation for access to science,
technology and innovation.
17.7 Promote sustainable technologies to developing countries.
17.8 Strengthen the science, technology and innovation
capacity for least-developed countries.
17.16 Enhance the global partnership for sustainable multistakeholder development.
17.17 Encourage effective partnerships.
17.18 Enhance availability of reliable data.
17.19 Further develop measurements of progress.
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Our initiatives
As of April 2020, Planet is discussing a
partnership with UN-Habitat to provide
services to local communities of
some of the most densely populated
areas of Africa. As per the agreement,
Planet will support different initiatives,
including the Participatory Slum
Upgrading Programme. Our work
transforms real estate so that it can
strengthen economies around the
world and provide people with stability.
We also partner with several
businesses, organisations and
educational establishments to
further increase our global impact in
affordable developments worldwide.
2019 has seen several new initiatives
emerge, including the launch of our
international Scientific Committee,
the agreement with the Polytechnic
University of Turin, Italy, and a
partnership with Kolte-Patil Developers
Ltd in India.

Across both developing and developed
nations, we collaborate with leading
partners to ensure we make use of the
most recent developments in smart
technologies. Our Competence Centre
in Italy, along with its subsidiaries soon
to be launched in India and Brazil, drive
our innovation efforts.
To improve citizens’ quality of life, we
adapt and test smart solutions in local
contexts and collect data for utilisation
in urban planning. Findings from
these initiatives have the potential to
transform the way that affordable
housing is planned and delivered
across the globe.
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Board of Directors

Board of Directors
Stefano Buono

Director

Agostino Dho is an industrial engineer and a risk
capital investor experienced in managing international
portfolios in the digital, real estate and charity sectors.
Awarded official merit by the Italian government, he has
been an investor in Planet since its foundation in 2015.

Chairman

Carlo Zuccaro

Stefano is an accomplished physicist and alumnus of
The European Organization of Nuclear Research (CERN).
In 2002, he founded and served as Chief Executive
Officer of Advanced Accelerator Applications (AAA),
an international radiopharmaceutical company which
listed on Nasdaq in 2015. In 2018, AAA was acquired by
Novartis for £3.9 billion. Stefano joined Planet Smart
City’s Board as Chairman in 2018.

Carlo has solid experience in finance, corporate business
development and strategy consulting, having held several
board positions and roles as interim CFO and CEO for
portfolio companies. With an MBA from Chicago Booth,
he currently serves as CEO of Elysia Capital, a family
office with Italian links and a major investor in Planet.

Giovanni Savio
Global CEO

Giovanni co-founded Planet Smart City in 2015. A serial
entrepreneur, he has more than 25 years of experience
in international real estate development. Giovanni’s
vision is to transform how affordable housing is
delivered globally, integrating smart technologies.

Susanna Marchionni
CEO Brazil

Susanna co-founded Planet Smart City with Giovanni and
has worked in international real estate development for
more than 25 years. She has seven years of experience
in real estate operations in Brazil where she is a driving
force and thought leader for smart affordable housing.
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Agostino Dho

Director

Farhan Munir
Director

Farhan Munir is a Chartered Accountant and completed
his training with BDO. He has previously worked in audit,
fund administration and reporting roles in the Cayman
Islands, Channel Islands and London. In 2015, he joined
White Cloud Capital Advisors, an investor in growth and
venture capital. Farhan is currently a director of Elysia
Capital and Planet Holding Limited.

Giovanni Calleri
Director

Graduated in Economy and Business, Gigi Calleri is an
experienced chartered accountant and a risk capital
investor. He has in-depth knowledge and a passion for the
digital, real estate and charity sectors. With an international
outlook, he oversees investments across all continents
and brings a wealth of experience in finance. He is also the
Managing Director for Planet Smart City in Italy.
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Corporate governance

Corporate governance
and board committees
The core objective of the Board of Directors is to create and deliver long-term
sustainable success for Planet, defining the strategy, and ensuring shareholders
that it is managed well and achieves its objectives, based on the culture and
behaviours set by the company.
Committed to adopting best practices in corporate governance, the Board has
delegated specific responsibilities to Board Committees. They provide effective
focus to different areas and are organised in the three areas outlined. Each one
operates pursuant to a separate charter adopted by our Board. The chair of each
committee is available at the company’s Annual General Meeting to answer
questions regarding their committee’s work.

Audit and Risk Committee
The committee is chaired by Michele
Carasi and includes Giovanni Calleri
and Farhan Munir. They meet at least
three times a year and are responsible
for assisting the Board in fulfilling its
obligations and responsibilities relating
to financial planning and reporting,
audit process, system of corporate
controls, and risk management.
It monitors the integrity of the financial
statements of the company, including
its financial planning, annual reports,
audited and management accounts,
and any formal announcement
relating to the company’s financial
performance – reviewing and
reporting to the Board on significant
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financial reporting issues and matters
communicated by auditors.
In terms of risk management, the
committee reviews and monitors
the company’s appetite for risk, the
system of internal controls and
compliance with laws, regulations
and ethical codes. This committee
secures adequate arrangements
for its employees and contractors
to raise concerns about possible
wrongdoing in financial reporting, and
reviews the company’s procedures for
detecting fraud, as well as the systems
and controls in place for ethical
behaviour and bribery prevention.

Remuneration
Committee

Nominating and
Governance Committee

The committee is chaired by Carlo
Zuccaro, and includes Giovanni
Savio and Susanna Marchionni. They
meet at least twice a year and are
responsible for determining the
executive remuneration policy, and
setting remuneration for the chair
of the Board, executive directors
and senior management.

The committee is chaired by Stefano
Buono, and includes Susanna
Marchionni and Giovanni Savio.
They meet at least twice a year.
The purpose is to review and make
recommendations to the Board on
corporate governance matters and
Board composition, including skills,
knowledge, experience, diversity,
and any conflicts of interest.

The objective is to attract, retain
and motivate high-quality executive
management required to run the
company successfully without
paying more than necessary. The
committee also ensures that a
significant proportion of remuneration
rewards corporate and individual
performance, and promotes
Planet’s long-term success.

The committee also identifies,
evaluates and nominates
candidates to become directors,
and is responsible for assessing
the performance of the Board
and reviewing the company’s
leadership to ensure its
continued ability to compete
effectively in the marketplace.

In addition, the committee ensures
that incentives are aligned with the
company culture and keeps up to
date with external remuneration
trends, overseeing any major
changes in employee benefits.
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Leadership Team

The Leadership Team
is Planet’s driving force
towards achieving its
ambitious strategy
and implementing the
roadmap set up by the
Global CEO Giovanni
Savio, who coordinates it.

Alan Marcus

Angelo Bestazzi

Carmen Romero

Cristiano Radaelli

Daniele Russolillo

Eugenio Montissori

Gabriele Pala

Graziella Roccella

Janaína Campoy

Marco Operto

Michele Carasi

Susanna Marchionni

Digital Strategy

Corporate Impact

Operations

Finance

Corporate Communication

Financing Strategy
and Investors Relations
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Human Resources

Innovation

Construction Optimisation

Research and
Urban Planning

Construction

Global Social Sustainability
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Finance costs

11

(665)

(2,044)

Finance income

11

115

784

(23,850)

(4,570)

Year ended
(419)
31.12.19

Period 01.07.18
(105)
to 31.12.18

Notes

$'000
(24,269)

$'000
(4,675)

4

944

322

5

(11,847)

(1,180)

(644)
(10,903)

(727)
(858)

7

621

-

6

(644)
(958)

(727)
(281)

8

(12,261)

(5,151)

(24,913)

(5,402)

(23,501)

(6,290)

201

2,980

Loss before income tax
Income tax
Loss for the year

Consolidated Statement
of Comprehensive Income

Other
comprehensive
Continuing
operationsloss
Items
that
will
not be reclassiﬁed
Revenue
to proﬁt or loss:
Cost of sales
Foreign exchange differences on
translation of foreign operations
Gross loss
Other operating income
Other comprehensive loss for the
Research
development
year,
net ofand
income
tax
expenses

For the year ended 31st December 2019

Notes

Year ended

Period 01.07.18

31.12.19

to 31.12.18

$'000

$'000

Other operating expenses
Total comprehensive loss for the
year
Operating loss
Other gains

9

Finance costs

11

Finance income

11

Continuing operations
Revenue

4

944

322

Cost of sales

5

(11,847)

(1,180)

Gross loss

(10,903)

(858)

Other operating income

7

621

-

Research and development
expenses

6

(958)

(281)

Other operating expenses

8

12

(12,261)

(5,151)

(23,501)

(6,290)

(665)

Notes
Loss for the year/period attributed to:
Loss
attributable
Income
tax to the owners of the
Company

Other gains

9

201

2,980

Finance costs

11

(665)

(2,044)

Finance income

11

115

784

12

Income tax
Loss for the year
Other comprehensive loss
Items that will not be reclassiﬁed
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to proﬁt or loss:
Foreign exchange differences on

12

(23,850)

(4,570)

(419)

(105)

(24,269)

(4,675)

to 31.12.18

Loss for theinterest
year
Non-controlling
Other
comprehensive
loss
Loss
for the
year/period from
continuing
operations
Items that will not be reclassiﬁed

784

$'000

(23,850)

(4,570)

(419)

(105)

(24,015)

(4,676)

(24,269)
(254)

(4,675) 1

(24,269)

(4,675)

to proﬁt or loss:

Total
comprehensive
loss attributed
to:
translation
of foreign
operations
Total comprehensive loss attributable to
the owners of the Company

(644)
(24,659)

Other comprehensive loss for the
year, net of income tax

Non-controlling interest

(254)

Total comprehensive loss for the

Loss before income tax

31.12.19
$'000

Foreign exchange differences on

Operating loss

Period 01.07.18

115

Loss before income tax

(2,044)

Year ended

Loss for the year/period from continuing
year
operations

1

(727)
(5,403)

(644)

(727)

(24,913)

(5,402)

(24,913)

1

(5,402)

The results above are derived from continuing operations.
The accompanying notes from page 153 to 191 form part of these financial statements.
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Consolidated Statement
of Financial Position
31st December 2019

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position - continued

Notes
Assets
Non-current assets
Other intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Financial receivables - long term
Investments in ﬁnancial assets
Trade and other receivables

Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Tax receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

14
15
27
16
18

17
18
22
19

Total assets

Equity
Shareholders' equity
Called up share capital
Share premium
Foreign exchange reserve
Retained earnings
Total equity attributable to
owners of the company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

20
20

2019
$'000

2018
$'000

22
5,814
248
763
19,363

9
6,422
284
11
15,992

26,210

22,718

24,351
22,420
879
37,010

12,605
7,364
698
31,834

84,660

52,501

110,870

75,219

1,914
80,170
(1,371)
(28,813)

1,775
46,581
(727)
(4,745)

51,900

42,884

370

1

52,270

42,885

The accompanying notes from page 153 to 191 form part of these financial statements.
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2019
$'000

2018
$'000

23

991
98

1,505
13

24
26

42,282
933

23,278
364

44,304

25,160

21

11,303

2,221

23

2,373
315
305

4,162
791
-

14,296

7,174

Total liabilities

58,600

32,334

Total equity and liabilities

110,870

75,219

Notes
Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Financial liabilities - borrowings
Interest bearing loans and
borrowings
Pension liability
Contract liabilities - deferred
revenues
Long-term provisions

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Financial liabilities - borrowings
Interest bearing loans and
borrowings
Current tax liabilities
Lease liabilities

28

The accompanying notes from page 153 to 191 form part of these financial statements.
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Consolidated Statement
of Changes in Equity
For the year ended 31st December 2019
Total equity
attributable to
owner of the
company
$'000

Noncontrolling
interest
$'000

Total equity
$'000

Calledup share
capital
$'000

Retained
earnings
$'000

Share
premium
$'000

Foreign
exchange
reserve
$'000

1

(70)

-

-

(69)

-

(69)

1,774

-

-

-

1,774

-

1,774

-

(4,676)
-

46,581

(727)
-

(5,403)
46,581

1
-

(5,402)
46,581

Balance at 31st
December 2018

1,775

(4,746)

46,581

(727)

42,883

1

42,884

Balance at 1st January
2019 - as previously
reported

1,775

(4,746)

46,581

(727)

42,883

1

42,884

Effects of change in
accounting policy for
initial application of
IFRS 16

-

(52)

-

-

(52)

-

(52)

1,775

(4,798)

46,581

(727)

42,831

1

42,832

Issue of share capital

286

-

-

-

286

-

286

Cancellation of shares

(147)

-

(228)

-

(375)

-

(375)

Total comprehensive
loss

-

(24,015)

-

(644)

(24,659)

(254)

(24,913)

Share premium

-

-

33,817

-

33,817

-

33,817

Non-controlling interest
in business
combinations

-

-

-

-

-

623

623

1,914

(28,813)

80,170

(1,371)

51,900

370

52,270

Balance at 1st July 2018
Changes in equity
Issue of share capital
Total comprehensive
loss
Share premium

Balance at 31st
December 2018
Changes in equity

Balance at 31st
December 2019
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Consolidated Statement
of Cash Flows

Notes to the Consolidated
Financial Statements

For the year ended 31st December 2019

For the year ended 31st December 2019

Notes

Year ended 31.12.19
$'000

Period 01.07.18 to 31.12.18
$'000

29

(25,789)

(14,462)

(25,789)

(14,462)

(14)

(13)

(700)

(7,717)

(714)

(7,730)

New loans in year

(2,049)

5,667

Share issue

33,728

48,356

Net cash from ﬁnancing activities

31,679

54,023

5,176

31,831

Cash and cash equivalents at
beginning of year

31,834

3

Cash and cash equivalents at end of
year

37,010

31,834

Cash ﬂows from operating activities
Cash generated from operations
Net cash from operating activities

Cash ﬂows from investing activities
Purchase of intangible ﬁxed assets
Purchase of tangible ﬁxed assets

Net cash used in investing activities
Cash ﬂows from ﬁnancing activities

Increase in cash and cash
equivalents

1. General information
Planet Holding Limited is a private company limited by Shares incorporated in the
United Kingdom under the Companies Act 2006 and is registered in England and Wales.
The address of its registered office is 2 Portman St, Marylebone, London W1H 6DU.
These financial statements are presented in USD, which is the currency
of the primary economic environment in which the Group operates
and are rounded to the nearest thousand. Foreign operations are
included in accordance with the policies outlined in note 2.4.
The comparatives are for the six months period from 1st July 2018 to
31st December 2018 and hence the results of the previous period is
not directly comparable with the results of the current year.
Principal risks and uncertainties
Risk profile of the group differs across our geographical spread and exposes us to a
wide range of political and economic environment. In managing our risks, we do not
intend to eliminate the risk completely but to provide a structure where we are able to
identify and respond effectively and appropriately to current and emerging risks against
our risk appetite. The following list highlights some of the principal risks identified by
the Group, although emerging or less material risks are also monitored as required.
1) Coronavirus
While coronavirus continues to spread, the world is undergoing massive
adjustments reacting to this outbreak. Though the outcome is unpredictable,
and the conditions are still fluid and volatile, our liquidity will allow
us to absorb even significant reduction in the selling speed.
Furthermore, we do not have significant financial loans, but we are self-financed by
equity from our shareholders. This would allow us to face slowdowns in the projects.
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2) Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will not be able to
meet its financial obligations as they fall due.
The Group has the support of its shareholders and raised $34 million (2018: $48 million)
during the year. Cash flow forecasting is performed by the Group and its subsidiaries.
Management monitors rolling forecasts of the Group's liquidity requirements regularly
to ensure it has sufficient cash to meet operational needs. Such forecasting takes
into consideration the Group's financing plans, and if applicable, regulatory and
legal requirements.
Surplus cash held by the Group over and above balance required for working capital
management is invested in interest bearing current accounts, term deposits and money
market deposits, choosing instruments with appropriate maturities or sufficient liquidity
to provide sufficient headroom as determined by the above-mentioned forecasts.
3) Price risk
The Group has exposure to market cost changes where increase in cost
will affect the pricing to customers requiring price reviews.
This risk is managed by contractual terms allowing adjustments to pricing as appropriate.
4) Credit risk
Credit risk arises from cash and cash equivalents, derivative financial instruments
and deposits with banks and financial institutes, as well as credit exposures to
customers, including outstanding receivables and committed transactions. For
banks and financial institutions only independently rated parties with appropriate
rating, as determined by management, are accepted. The Group is responsible
for managing and analysing the credit risk for their client base. If there is
noindependent rating, management assesses the credit quality of the customer
taking into account its financial position, past experience and other factors.
The Group has no significant concentration of credit risk. Credit risk with
respect to trade receivables is limited, being the ownership of the land plots
transferred to the customers only once the relevant payments are successfully
completed. Nevertheless, balances are monitored on an on-going basis with
the result that the Group's exposure to bad debts is not significant.
5) Exchange rate risk
Foreign exchange gains/losses are primarily a result of intercompany receivables,
payables and advance balances denominated in currencies other than that of the entity's
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functional currency. The Group's profit is sensitive to movements in the foreign exchange
rates and depends on the amount of the outstanding receivables, payables or advances.
The main exposure for the reporting period is the USD to the BRL, GBP and
EUR representing the majority of the foreign exchange losses reported in
the Group's income statement. Group is still exposed to volatility of BRL and
consistently monitors the movement between USD and BRL and impact on
group's profits. The holding company provides the funds to its subsidiaries by
leveraging the future expected fluctuations in the exchange rates. The overall
impact of foreign exchange movements is currently not significant.
6) Business risks
External risks are those that may compromise the Group's achievement of its
objectives, i.e. all events whose occurrence is not influenced by corporate decisions.
This category includes all risks arising from a country's macroeconomic and
socio-political dynamics, sector trends and competitive scenario, as well as from
industry-specific technological innovation and regulatory developments and the
projects' long-term nature. Given the nature of such risks, the Group must rely on
its forecasting and managing abilities. Risk control also ensured by monitoring the
progress of strategic objectives, including interms of composition and diversification
of the portfolio and its development over time in terms of risk profile.
7) Concentration risk
Currently the Group operates in the Brazilian market. In 2009 and 2010, the
Brazilian government launched two social housing programmes to enable low
income families to buy affordable houses. The programme is also directed
towards assisting developers to build social housing projects. Due to the business
concentration, any change in political and economic environment in Brazil would
expose us to the risk of withdrawal of support from the Brazilian government.
To mitigate this risk, in order to diversify its business, group is aiming to launch new
smart city projects both in Brazil and in India, in partnership with local developers.
8) Legal and compliance risk
This includes the risk for the management of legal issues and/or risks related to the
compliance with laws and regulations (e.g. taxation, local legislation, etc.) required
in order to operate in the sector and/or specific countries and the risks arising
from the management of contracts with business partners. The Group deems that
monitoring contractual issues linked to contract management and, particularly,
the relationship with relevant counterparties, is fundamental. This also includes
any internal and external fraud risks, and, more generally, the compliance with
procedures and policies established by the Group to govern its operations.
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Adoption of new and revised Standards
Impact of initial application of IFRS 16 Leases
In the current year, the Group has applied IFRS 16 Leases (as issued by the IASB in
January 2016) that is effective for annual periods that begin on or after 1st January 2019.
IFRS 16 introduces new or amended requirements with respect to lease accounting. It
introduces significant changes to lessee accounting by removing the distinction between
operating and finance lease and requiring the recognition of a right-of-use asset and a
lease liability at commencement for all leases, except for short-term leases and leases
of low value assets when such recognition exemptions are adopted. In contrast to lessee
accounting, the requirements for lessor accounting have remained largely unchanged. The
impact of the adoption of IFRS 16 on the Group’s financial statements is described below.
The date of initial application of IFRS 16 for the Group is 1st January 2019.
The Group has applied IFRS 16 using the cumulative catch-up approach which:
- Requires the Group to recognise the cumulative effect of initially applying IFRS 16 as an
adjustment to the opening balance of retained earnings at the date of initial application.
- Does not permit restatement of comparatives, which
continue to be presented under IAS 17 and IFRIC 4.
(a) Impact of the new definition of a lease
The Group has made use of the practical expedient available on transition to
IFRS 16 not to reassess whether a contract is or contains a lease. Accordingly,
the definition of a lease in accordance with IAS 17 and IFRIC 4 will continue to
be applied to those leases entered or changed before 1st January 2019.
The change in definition of a lease mainly relates to the concept of control. IFRS 16
determines whether a contract contains a lease on the basis of whether the customer
has the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in exchange for
consideration. This is in contrast to the focus on ‘risks and rewards’ in IAS 17 and IFRIC 4.
The Group applies the definition of a lease and related guidance set out in IFRS 16
to all lease contracts entered into or changed on or after 1st January 2019 (whether
it is a lessor or a lessee in the lease contract). In preparation for the first-time
application of IFRS 16, the Group has carried out an implementation project. The
project has shown that the new definition in IFRS 16 will not significantly change
the scope of contracts that meet the definition of a lease for the Group.
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(b) Impact on lease accounting
IFRS 16 changes how the Group accounts for leases previously classified
as operating leases under IAS 17, which were off balance sheet.
Applying IFRS 16, for all leases (except as noted below), the Group:
- Recognises right-of-use assets and lease liabilities in the balance sheet,
initially measured at the present value of the future lease payments,
with the right-of-use asset adjusted by the amount of any prepaid or
accrued lease payments in accordance with IFRS 16:C8(b)(ii);
- Recognises depreciation of right-of-use assets and
interest on lease liabilities in profit or loss.
Lease incentives (e.g. rent-free periods) are recognised as part of the
measurement of the right-of-use assets and lease liabilities whereas
under IAS 17 they resulted in the recognition of a lease incentive,
amortised as a reduction of rental expenses on a straight-line basis.
Under IFRS 16, right-of-use assets are tested for impairment in accordance with IAS 36.
For short-term leases (lease term of 12 months or less) and leases of low-value assets
(such as tablet and personal computers, small items of office furniture and telephones),
the Group has opted to recognise a lease expense on a straight-line basis as permitted
by IFRS 16. This expense is presented within the administrative expenses line item.
The Group has used the following practical expedients when applying the cumulative
catch-up approach to leases previously classified as operating leases applying IAS 17.
- The Group has applied a single discount rate to a portfolio
of leases with reasonably similar characteristics.
- The Group has adjusted the right-of-use asset at the date of initial application
by the amount of provision for onerous leases recognised under IAS 37 in
the statement of financial position immediately before the date of initial
application as an alternative to performing an impairment review.
- The Group has elected not to recognise right-of-use assets and lease liabilities to
leases for which the lease term ends within 12 months of the date of initial application.
- The Group has excluded initial direct costs from the measurement
of the right-of-use asset at the date of initial application.
- The Group has used hindsight when determining the lease term when
the contract contains options to extend or terminate the lease.
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Former finance leases
For leases that were classified as finance leases applying IAS 17, the
carrying amount of the leased assets and obligations under finance
leases measured applying IAS 17 immediately before the date of initial
application is reclassified to right-of-use assets and lease liabilities
respectively without any adjustments, except in cases where the Group
has elected to apply the low-value lease recognition exemption.
The right-of-use asset and the lease liability are accounted
for applying IFRS 16 from 1st January 2019.
(c) Impact on lessor accounting
IFRS 16 does not change substantially how a lessor accounts for leases.
Under IFRS 16, a lessor continues to classify leases as either finance leases
or operating leases and account for those two types of leases differently.
However, IFRS 16 has changed and expanded the disclosures
required, in particular regarding how a lessor manages the
risks arising from its residual interest in leased assets.
Under IFRS 16, an intermediate lessor accounts for the head lease and the
sublease as two separate contracts. The intermediate lessor is required to
classify the sublease as a finance or operating lease by reference to the
right-of-use asset arising from the head lease (and not by reference to the
underlying asset as was the case under IAS 17). This change has not resulted
in the reclassification of any sub-lease agreements as finance leases.

(d) Financial impact of initial application of IFRS 16
The tables below show the amount of adjustment for each financial statement
line item affected by the application of IFRS 16 for the current year:
2019
$'000
Impact on proﬁt/loss
Decrease of other operating expenses
Increase in depreciation
Increase in ﬁnance costs

97
(60)
(43)

Change in proﬁt for the year
Impact on assets, liabilities and equity
as at 31st December 2019

(6)
As if IAS 17
still applied
$'000

IFRS16
adjustments
$'000

As
presented
$'000

Right-of-use assets (1), (2)

-

248

248

Net impact on total assets

-

248

248

Short term ﬁnancial liabilities

-

305

305

Net impact on total liabilities

-

305

305

(28,761)

(52)

(28,813)

Retained earnings

The Group has recognised $248K of right-of-use assets and $305K of lease liabilities upon
transition to IFRS 16. $52K have been recognised in retained earnings as opening balance
effect on leases of prior year.
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Impact of initial application of other amendments to IFRS
Standards and Interpretations
In the current year, the Group has applied a number of amendments to IFRS Standards
and Interpretations issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) that
are effective for an annual period that begins on or after 1st January 2019. Their adoption
has not had any material impact on the disclosures or on the amounts reported in these
financial statements.
Amendments to IFRS 9
Prepayment Features
with Negative
Compensation

The Group has adopted the amendments to IFRS 9 for
the first time in the current year. The amendments to
IFRS 9 clarify that for the purpose of assessing whether
a prepayment feature meets the ‘solely payments of
principal and interest’ (SPPI) condition, the party exercising
the option may pay or receive reasonable compensation
for the prepayment irrespective of the reason for
prepayment. In other words, financial assets with
prepayment features with negative compensation do not
automatically fail SPPI.

Impact of initial application of other amendments to IFRS
Standards and Interpretations
Annual Improvements to
IFRS Standards 2015–2017
Cycle IAS 12 Income Taxes
and IAS 23 Borrowing Costs

IAS 23 Borrowing Costs
The amendments clarify that if any specific borrowing
remains outstanding after the related asset is ready for its
intended use or sale, that borrowing becomes part of the
funds that an entity borrows generally when calculating
the capitalisation rate on general borrowings.
IFRIC 23 Uncertainty over
Income Tax Treatments

The Group has adopted IFRIC 23 for the first time in the
current year. IFRIC 23 sets out how to determine the
accounting tax position when there is uncertainty over
income tax treatments. The Interpretation requires the
Group to:
- determine whether uncertain tax positions are assessed
separately or as a group; and
- assess whether it is probable that a tax authority will
accept an uncertain tax treatment used, or proposed to be
used, by an entity in its income tax filings:
- If yes, the Group should determine its accounting
tax position consistently with the tax treatment
used or planned to be used in its income tax filings.
- If no, the Group should reflect the effect of 		
uncertainty in determining its accounting 		
tax position using either the most likely amount or
the expected value method.

The Group has adopted the amendments included in
the Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2015–2017
Cycle for the first time in the current year. The Annual
Improvements include amendments to four Standards, two
of which in respect of IFRS 3 and IFRS 11 are not applicable
to the Group.
IAS 12 Income Taxes
The amendments clarify that the Group should recognise
the income tax consequences of dividends in profit or
loss, other comprehensive income or equity according to
where the Group originally recognised the transactions
that generated the distributable profits. This is the case
irrespective of whether different tax rates apply to
distributed and undistributed profits.
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New standards not yet applied

2. Accounting policies

At the date of authorisation of these consolidated financial statements, the Group has
not applied the following new and revised IFRSs that have been issued but are not yet
effective and, in some cases, had not yet been adopted by the EU:
Amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8.

Definition of Material.

Amendments to IFRS 3 (October 2018).

Definition of Business.

IFRS 17.

Insurance Contracts.

Amendments to IFRS 9.

Amendments to IAS 28.

Prepayment Features with Negative
Compensation Long-term Interests in
Associates and joint Ventures Amendments to
IFRS 3 Business Combinations, IFRS 11.

Annual Improvements to IFRS
Joint.

Arrangements, IAS 12 Income Taxes and IAS 23
Borrowing.

Standards 2015-2017 Cycle
Costs.

Plan Amendment, Curtailment or Settlement.

Amendments to IAS 19 Employee
Benefits.

Sale or Contribution of Assets between an
Investor and its Associate or Joint Venture.

IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial.
Statements and IAS 28
(amendments).

The directors do not expect that the adoption of the Standards listed above will have a
material impact on the financial statements of the Group in future periods IAS 1 and IAS 8.
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Summary of significant accounting policies
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated
financial statements are set out below. These policies have been consistently applied to
all the periods presented, unless otherwise stated. The Company's owner does not have
the power to amend the consolidated financial statements after issue.
2.1 Basis of preparation
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS Standards). The consolidated financial
statements have also been prepared in accordance with IFRS Standards adopted by the
European Union and therefore the Group financial statements comply with Article 4 of
the EU IAS Regulation.
The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis, except for
the revaluation of certain properties (if applicable) and financial instruments that are
measured at revalued amounts or fair values at the end of each reporting period, as
explained in the accounting policies below. Historical cost is generally based on the fair
value of the consideration given in exchange for goods and services.
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a
liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement
date, regardless of whether that price is directly observable or estimated using another
valuation technique. In estimating the fair value of an asset or a liability, the Group takes
into account the characteristics of the asset or liability if market participants would take
those characteristics into account when pricing the asset or liability at the measurement
date. Fair value for measurement and/or disclosure purposes in these consolidated
financial statements is determined on such a basis, except for share-based payment
transactions that are within the scope of IFRS 2, leasing transactions that are within the
scope of IFRS 16, and measurements that have some similarities to fair value but are not
fair value, such as net realisable value in IAS 2 or value in use in IAS 36.
The Company's financial statements are prepared in accordance with the Companies Act
2006 and in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by
the European Union (IFRS as adopted by the EU), IFRS Interpretations Committee (IFRS IC)
and the Companies Act 2006 applicable to companies reporting under IFRS. The financial
statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention. The financial
statements are presented in United States Dollar (USD) and all values are rounded to the
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nearest thousand. As permitted by section 408 of the Companies Act 2006, no separate
profit and loss account or statement of comprehensive income is presented in respect of
the parent company. The profit attributable to the Company is disclosed in the footnote to
the Company’s balance sheet.
2.2 Going concern
The directors have assessed that the Group and the Company has adequate resources to
continue in operational existence for a minimum of 12 months from the date of signing
the financial statements. For this reason, the financial statements have been prepared
on a going concern basis which presumes the realisation of assets and liabilities in the
normal course of business.
The directors continue to monitor the impact of Covid-19 on the business, at the time of
signing the directors do not consider Covid-19 to impact the Company’s ability to continue
as a going concern.
2.3 Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial statements of the
Company and entities controlled by the Company (its subsidiaries) made up to 31st
December each year. Control is achieved when the Company:
- Has the power over the investee;
- Is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the investee; and
- Has the ability to use its power to affects its returns.
The Company reassesses whether or not it controls an investee if facts and
circumstances indicate that there are changes to one or more of the three elements of
control listed above.
Non-controlling interests in subsidiaries are identified separately from the Group’s
equity therein. Those interests of non-controlling shareholders that are present
ownership interests entitling their holders to a proportionate share of net assets upon
liquidation may initially be measured at fair value or at the non-controlling interests’
proportionate share of the fair value of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets. The choice
of measurement is made on an acquisition-by-acquisition basis. Other non-controlling
interests are initially measured at fair value. Subsequent to acquisition, the carrying
amount of non-controlling interests is the amount of those interests at initial recognition
plus the non-controlling interests’ share of subsequent changes in equity.
Profit or loss and each component of other comprehensive income are attributed to the
owners of the Company and to the non-controlling interests. Total comprehensive income
of the subsidiaries is attributed to the owners of the Company and to the non-controlling
interests even if this results in the non-controlling interests having a deficit balance.
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2.4 Foreign currency translation
The individual financial statements of each Group entity are presented in the currency
of the primary economic environment in which it operates (its functional currency).
For the purpose of the consolidated financial statements, the results and financial
position of each Group company are expressed in USD, the presentation currency for the
consolidated financial statements.
In preparing the financial statements of the Group entities, transactions in currencies
other than the entity’s functional currency (foreign currencies) are recognised at the rates
of exchange prevailing on the dates of the transactions. At each reporting date, monetary
assets and liabilities that are denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at
the rates prevailing at that date. Non-monetary items carried at fair value that are
denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the rates prevailing at the date
when the fair value was determined. Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of
historical cost in a foreign currency are not retranslated.
For the purpose of presenting consolidated financial statements, the assets and liabilities
of the Group’s foreign operations are translated at exchange rates prevailing on the
reporting date. Income and expense items are translated at the average exchange rates
for the period, unless exchange rates fluctuate significantly during that period, in which
case the exchange rates at the date of transactions are used. Exchange differences arising,
if any, are recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated in a foreign
exchange translation reserve (attributed to non-controlling interests as appropriate).
On the disposal of a foreign operation (i.e. a disposal of the Group’s entire interest in a
foreign operation, or a disposal involving loss of control over a subsidiary that includes a
foreign operation or a partial disposal of an interest in a joint arrangement or an associate
that includes a foreign operation of which the retained interest becomes a financial asset),
all of the exchange differences accumulated in a foreign exchange translation reserve in
respect of that operation attributable to the owners of the company are reclassified to
profit or loss.
In addition, in relation to a partial disposal of a subsidiary that includes a foreign operation
that does not result in the Group losing control over the subsidiary, the proportionate
share of accumulated exchange differences are re-attributed to non-controlling interests
and are not recognised in profit or loss. For all other partial disposals (i.e. partial disposals
of associates or joint arrangements that do not result in the Group losing significant
influence or joint control), the proportionate share of the accumulated exchange
differences is reclassified to profit or loss.
Goodwill and fair value adjustments arising on the acquisition of a foreign entity are
treated as assets and liabilities of the foreign entity and translated at the closing rate.
Exchange differences arising are recognised in other comprehensive income.
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2.5 Property, plant and equipment
Plant and equipment is stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and any
accumulated impairment losses. Historical cost includes expenditure that is directly
attributable to acquisition of the items. All other repairs and maintenance are recognised
in the income statement as incurred.
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment is calculated on a straight-line basis over
their estimated useful lives as follows:
Furniture and fittings
Computer equipment
Office equipment
Land and buildings
Others

5 - 10 years
3 years
5 years
0 - 25 years
5 - 10 years

The estimated useful lives, residual values and depreciation method
are reviewed at the end of each reporting period, with the effect of
any changes in estimate accounted for on a prospective basis.
Disposal
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or
when no further future economic benefits are expected from its use. Any gain
or loss arising on derecognising of the asset (calculated as the difference
between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset) is
taken to the income statement in the year the asset is derecognised.
2.6 Intangible assets
Software
Software assets acquired separately or in a business combination are initially
measured at cost. The cost of an intangible asset acquired in a business
combination is its fair value as at the date of acquisition. Following initial recognition,
intangible assets are carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation and
any accumulated impairment losses. Software acquired during the year was
measured at cost at the time of acquisition. Software is assumed to have a life of
three years and is amortised over three years using the straight-line method.
2.7 Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value. In determining the cost
of raw materials, consumables and goods purchased for resale, the standard cost price is
used. This is adjusted at each period end to reflect actual costs. For work in progress and
finished goods, cost is taken as production cost, which includes an appropriate proportion
of directly attributable overheads. Net realisable value represents the estimated selling
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price for inventories less all estimated costs of completion and costs to make the sale.
2.8 Impairment of non-financial assets
The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed to be either finite or indefinite.
Intangible assets with finite lives are amortised over the useful life and tested for
impairment whenever there is an indication that the intangible asset may be impaired.
The amortisation period and the amortisation method for an intangible asset with a
finite useful life is reviewed at least each financial year end. Changes in the expected
useful life or the expected pattern of consumption of future economic benefits
embodied in the asset are accounted for prospectively by changing the amortisation
period or method, as appropriate, which is a change in accounting estimate. The
amortisation expense on intangible assets with finite lives is recognised in profit or
loss in the expense category consistent with the function of the intangible asset.
Intangible assets, other than goodwill, with indefinite useful lives are tested for
impairment annually either individually or at the cash-generating unit level. Such
intangibles are not amortised. The useful life of an intangible asset with an indefinite life is
reviewed each reporting period to determine whether indefinite life assessment continues
to be supportable. If not, the change in the useful life assessment from indefinite to finite
is accounted for as a change in an accounting estimate and is thus accounted for on a
prospective basis. Gains or losses arising from derecognising of an intangible asset are
measured as the difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount
of the asset. The gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss when the asset is derecognised.
Property, plant and equipment are tested annually to assess whether
impairment indicators exist. Gains or losses arising from derecognising of
property, plant and equipment are measured as the difference between
the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset. The gain
or loss is recognised in profit or loss when the asset is derecognised.
2.9 Offsetting financial instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the balance sheet
when there is a legally enforceable right to offset the recognised amounts and there is an
intention to settle on a net basis or realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.
2.10 Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables are amounts due from customers for the sale of houses
and contract for the sale of lots or services performed in the ordinary course
of business. If collection is expected in one year or less, they are classified as
current assets. If not, they are presented as non-current assets. Trade receivables
are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised
cost using the effective interest method, less provision for impairment.
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2.11 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents in the balance sheet comprise cash at bank and in
hand and short-term deposits, with an original maturity of twelve months or
less that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and are subject to
an insignificant risk of changes in value, and bank overdrafts. In the balance
sheet bank overdrafts are shown within borrowings in current liabilities.
2.12 Share capital
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Incremental costs directly attributable to the
issue of new shares or options are shown in equity as a deduction, net of tax, from
the proceeds.
2.13 Trade and other payables
Trade payables are obligations to pay for goods or services that have been acquired
in the ordinary course of business from suppliers. Trade payables are classified as
current liabilities if payment is due within one year or less. If not, they are presented
as non-current liabilities. Trade payables are recognised initially at fair value and
subsequently measured at amortised cost using the original effective interest method.
2.14 Borrowings
Borrowings are recognised initially at fair value, net of any transaction costs
incurred. Borrowings are subsequently carried at amortised cost, any difference
between the proceeds and the redemption value is recognised in the income
statement over the period of the borrowings using the effective interest method.
2.15 Current and deferred income tax
Tax expense for the year comprises current and deferred tax. Tax is recognised
in the income statement, except to the extent that it relates to items recognised
in other comprehensive income or directly in equity. In this case, the tax is also
recognised in other comprehensive income or directly in equity, respectively.
The current income tax charge is calculated on the basis of the tax laws enacted
or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date in the countries where the
Company operates and generates taxable income. Management periodically
evaluates positions taken in tax returns with respect to situations in which
applicable tax regulation is subject to interpretation. It establishes provisions where
appropriate on the basis of amounts expected to be paid to the tax authorities.
Deferred income tax is recognised, using the liability method, on temporary
differences arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their
carrying amounts in the consolidated financial statements. However, deferred tax
liabilities are not recognised if they arise from the initial recognition of goodwill
and deferred income tax is not accounted for if it arises from initial recognition
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of an asset or liability in a transaction other than a business combination that at the
time of the transaction affects neither accounting nor taxable profit or loss. Deferred
income tax is determined using tax rates (and laws) that have been enacted or
substantially enacted by the balance sheet date and are expected to apply when the
related deferred tax asset is realised or the deferred income tax liability is settled.
Deferred income tax assets are recognised only to the extent that it is probable that
future taxable profit will be available against which the temporary differences can be
utilised. Deferred income tax is provided on temporary differences arising on investments
in subsidiaries and associates, except for a deferred income tax liability where the
timing of the reversal of the temporary difference is controlled by the Company and it
is probable that the temporary difference will not reverse in the foreseeable future.
Deferred income tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally
enforceable right to offset current tax assets against current tax liabilities and
when the deferred income tax assets and liabilities relate to income taxes levied by
the same taxation authority on either the same taxable entity or different taxable
entities and where there is an intention to settle the balances on a net basis.
2.16 Employee benefits
(a) Wages, salaries and annual leave
Employee entitlements to salaries and wages and annual leave, to be settled within
12 months of the reporting date, represent present obligations resulting from
employees' services provided up to the reporting date, calculated at undiscounted
amounts based on remuneration rates that the Company expects to pay.
(b) Profit-sharing and bonus plans
The Company recognises a liability and an expense for bonuses and profitsharing, based on a formula that takes into consideration the profit
attributable to the Company's shareholders after certain adjustments. The
Company recognises a provision where contractually obliged or where
there is a past practice that has created a constructive obligation.
2.17 Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the Group has a present obligation (legal or
constructive) as a result of a past event, and it is probable that an outflow of
resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation,
and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.
When the Group expects some or all of a provision to be reimbursed, for example
under an insurance contract, the reimbursement is recognised as a separate asset
but only when the reimbursement is virtually certain. The expense relating to any
provision is presented in the income statement net of any reimbursement.
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Provisions are measured at the present value of management's best estimate of the
expenditure required to settle the present obligation at the balance sheet date. If the effect
of the time value of money is material, provisions are discounted using a current pre-tax
rate that reflects the time value of money and the risks specific to the liability. The increase
in the provision resulting from the passage of time is recognised in the income statement.
2.18 Revenue recognition
Revenue comprises the fair value of the consideration received or receivable for
the sale of goods and services in the ordinary course of the Group's activities.
Revenue is shown net of value-added tax, returns, rebates and discounts. The
Group recognises revenues in line with guidelines set out by IFRS 15 (Revenue
from Customer Contracts) when performance obligations are met.
Revenues from land plots are recognised when the rights and obligations have
been passed to the customers. As a consequence, given the land plots ownership
passes when all the instalments for the sale price has been received (between 120
to 180 monthly payments from the contract date), the sales of land plots have been
fully deferred. Revenue from houses is recognised when the rights and obligations
are passed to the customer and cash received from Caixa Federal Economics.
Revenues from houses are recognised when the notary act has been signed and
registered and the property has been officially transferred to the final customer.
2.19 Interest income
Interest income is recognised using the effective interest method. When a loan or receivable
is impaired, the Company reduces the carrying amount to its recoverable amount, being
the estimated future cash flow discounted at the original effective interest rate of the
instrument and continues unwinding the discount as interest income. Interest income on
impaired loans and receivables is recognised using the original effective interest rate.
2.20 Dividend income
Dividend income is recognised when the right to receive payment is established.
2.21 Business combinations
Acquisitions of businesses are accounted for using the acquisition method. The
consideration transferred in a business combination is measured at fair value, which
is calculated as the sum of the acquisition-date fair values of assets transferred
by the Group, liabilities incurred by the Group to the former owners of the
acquiree and the equity interest issued by the Group in exchange for control of the
acquiree. Acquisition-related costs are recognised in profit or loss as incurred.
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2.22 Leases
The Group has applied IFRS 16 using the cumulative catch-up approach and therefore
comparative information has not been restated and is presented under IAS 17. The details
of accounting policies under both IAS 17 and IFRS 16 are presented separately below.
Policies applicable from 1st January 2019
The Group assesses whether a contract is or contains a lease, at inception of the contract.
The Group recognises a right-of-use asset and a corresponding lease liability with respect
to all lease arrangements in which it is the lessee, except for short-term leases (defined
as leases with a lease term of 12 months or less) and leases of low value assets (such as
tablets and personal computers, small items of office furniture and telephones). For these
leases, the Group recognises the lease payments as an operating expense on a straight-line
basis over the term of the lease unless another systematic basis is more representative
of the time pattern in which economic benefits from the leased assets are consumed.
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are
not paid at the commencement date, discounted by using the rate implicit in the lease. If
this rate cannot be readily determined, the Group uses its incremental borrowing rate.
Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability comprise:
- Fixed lease payments (including in-substance fixed
payments), less any lease incentives receivable;
- Variable lease payments that depend on an index or rate, initially
measured using the index or rate at the commencement date;
- The amount expected to be payable by the lessee under residual value guarantees;
- The exercise price of purchase options, if the lessee is
reasonably certain to exercise the options; and
- Payments of penalties for terminating the lease, if the lease term
reflects the exercise of an option to terminate the lease.
The lease liability is presented as a separate line in the balance sheet.
The lease liability is subsequently measured by increasing the carrying amount to reflect
interest on the lease liability (using the effective interest method) and by reducing the
carrying amount to reflect the lease payments made. The Group remeasures the lease
liability (and makes a corresponding adjustment to the related right-of-use asset) whenever:
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- The lease term has changed or there is a significant event or change
in circumstances resulting in a change in the assessment of exercise
of a purchase option, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by
discounting the revised lease payments using a revised discount rate.

Variable rents that do not depend on an index or rate are not included in the
measurement the lease liability and the right-of-use asset. The related payments are
recognised as an expense in the period in which the event or condition that triggers
those payments occurs and are included in the administrative expenses line item.

- The lease payments change due to changes in an index or rate or a change in
expected payment under a guaranteed residual value, in which cases the lease
liability is remeasured by discounting the revised lease payments using an
unchanged discount rate (unless the lease payments change is due to a change
in a floating interest rate, in which case a revised discount rate is used).

As a practical expedient, IFRS 16 permits a lessee not to separate non-lease
components, and instead account for any lease and associated non-lease components
as a single arrangement. The Company has not used this practical expedient. For
a contracts that contain a lease component and one or more additional lease or
non-lease components, the Company allocates the consideration in the contract to
each lease component on the basis of the relative stand-alone price of the lease
component and the aggregate stand-alone price of the non-lease components.

- A lease contract is modified and the lease modification is not accounted for
as a separate lease, in which case the lease liability is remeasured based on the
lease term of the modified lease by discounting the revised lease payments
using a revised discount rate at the effective date of the modification.
The Group did not make any such adjustments during the periods presented.

2.23 Dividend distribution
Dividend distribution to the Company's shareholders is recognised as
a liability in the Company's financial statements in the period in which
the dividends are approved by the Company's shareholders.

The right-of-use assets comprise the initial measurement of the corresponding
lease liability, lease payments made at or before the commencement day, less
any lease incentives received and any initial direct costs. They are subsequently
measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Whenever the Company incurs an obligation for costs to dismantle and remove
a leased asset, restore the site on which it is located or restore the underlying
asset to the condition required by the terms and conditions of the lease, a
provision is recognised and measured under IAS 37. To the extent that the
costs relate to a right-of-use asset, the costs are included in the related rightof-use asset, unless those costs are incurred to produce inventories.
Right-of-use assets are depreciated over the shorter period of lease term and useful
life of the underlying asset. If a lease transfers ownership of the underlying asset
or the cost of the right-of-use asset reflects that the Company expects to exercise a
purchase option, the related right-of-use asset is depreciated over the useful life of the
underlying asset. The depreciation starts at the commencement date of the lease.

3. Critical accounting estimates and judgements
Estimates and judgements are continually evaluated and are based on historical
experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to
be reasonable under the circumstances.
The Company makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. The resulting
accounting estimates will, by definition, seldom equal the related actual results.
There were no critical accounting estimates or judgments in the preparation of these
consolidated financial statements.

The right-of-use assets are presented within the tangible fixed assets line in the balance sheet.
The Company applies IAS 36 to determine whether a right-of-use asset
is impaired and accounts for any identified impairment loss as described
in the ‘impairment of tangible and intangible assets’ policy.
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6. Research and development expenses

4. Revenue
The analysis of the Group's revenue for the year from continuing operations is as follows:

UK
Rest of Europe
Rest of the world

Revenue from contracts with customers
Disaggregation of revenue
Houses
Blocks
Distratos
Rendering of services

Year ended
31.12.19
$'000

Period 01.07.18
to 31.12.18
$'000

123
821

64
258

944

322

Year ended
31.12.19
$'000

Period 01.07.18
to 31.12.18
$'000

417
241
164
122

169
88
65

944

322

The Group reported revenues of $944K (2018: $322K). During the year 16 houses have
been sold meeting the IFRS 15 requirements. A further two contracts have been signed
and approved and the relevant amount recorded in deferred revenues because the
notary act has not yet been registered ($71K). $241Khas been recognised for the sale
of blocks to third parties. Revenues related to "distratos" represent the percentage of
non-refundable guarantee that the company is entitled to retain when the customer
terminates unilaterally the contract or does not fulfil the payment obligations.
The revenues for the rendering of services, entirely relate to the Italian subsidiary
Planet Idea S.r.l.

5. Cost of sales
Cost of sales amount to $11,847K ($10,592K Brazilian entities, $1,255K Italian entity).
Italian cost of sales relate to architectural and engineering activities, while Brazilian
cost of sales mainly relates to the costs of the infrastructure granted for free to the
public authority.
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Research and development expenses

Year ended
31.12.19
$'000

Period 01.07.18
to 31.12.18
$'000

(958)

(281)

Research and development expenses amount to $958K (2018: $281K) and entirely relate
to the Italian subsidiary which was consolidated for only three months in 2018. These
expenses are related to the development of the Planet App and the smart solutions to be
used in the smart cities. Planet Idea S.r.l. is the Competence Centre of the group, where
research and development activities commissioned by Planet Holding Ltd are carried out.

7. Other operating income
Other operating income is mainly related to the recognition of the tax credit on research
and development expenses incurred during the year 2018, which have been reported in
2018 for a total amount of $533K.

8. Other operating expenses
Year ended
31.12.19
$'000

Period 01.07.18
to 31.12.18
$'000

Wages and salaries (note 10)

(3,511)

(2,279)

Building rent

(505)

(166)

Advertising

(1,121)

(210)

Depreciation and amortisation

(1,009)

(672)

Legal and professional consultancies

(3,924)

(799)

(563)

(515)

(1,628)

(510)

(12,261)

(5,151)

Sales commissions
Other expenses
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Other operating expenses mainly relate to wages and salaries, advertising and legal and
professional consultancies. Prior year figures are calculated on six months only. The
increase in advertising expenses is due to the higher number of campaigns and to the
launch of the Natal project, while the increase in legal and professional consultancies is
mainly due to the business development in India and Brazil.
Auditor's remuneration:
The analysis of the auditor's remuneration is as follows:
Year ended
31.12.19
$'000

Period 01.07.18
to 31.12.18
$'000

10. Staff costs
The average monthly number of persons employed by the Group during the year were:
2019
number

2018
number

Administration

32

5

Operations

57

52

Average number of staff

89

57

2019
$'000

2018
$'000

2,814

2,171

697

108

3,511

2,279

2019
$'000

2018
$'000

79

62

79

62

The aggregate remuneration comprised:

Fees payable to the company’s auditor and
their associates for the audit of the
company’s annual accounts
Fees payable to the company’s auditor and
their associates for other services to the
Group

45

36

Social security costs

57

40

102

76

- Other accountancy fees
- Taxation services

5
4

5
4

Total non-audit fees

9

9

Total audit fees

Wages and salaries

Total
Directors' emoluments paid during the year and
included in the above ﬁgures were:
Aggregate Directors' remuneration

Aggregate emoluments

9. Other gains

The highest paid Director received emoluments totalling $40K (2018: $22K).

Other gains relate to foreign exchange transactions carried out during the year.

Net foreign exchange gain
Gain on bargain purchase of subsidiaries
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2019
$'000

2018
$'000

201

163

-

2,817

201

2,980

Key management includes Directors (executive and non-executive) and members of the
executive management team. The compensation paid or payable to key management for
employee services is shown above. There is no allocation of their services as Directors of
Planet Holding Limited.
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11. Finance income and finance costs

13. Non-GAAP measures
Year ended
31.12.19
$'000

Period 01.07.18
to 31.12.18
$'000

115

784

Finance costs:
Bank interests
Interests on leases

(623)
(42)

(2,044)
-

Net ﬁnance costs

(550)

(1,260)

Finance income:
Deposit account interests

The Company qualifies for small profits UK corporation tax rate. Finance Act 2016 included
a reduction in the main rate of UK corporation tax from 19% to 17% from 1st April 2020.
However, in the UK budget on 11st March 2020, it was announced that the cut in the tax rate
to 17% will now not occur and the UK Corporation Tax Rate will instead remain at 19%.
As this was not substantively enacted by the balance sheet date, deferred tax balances
as at 31st December 2019 continue to be measured at 17%. The rate of change will affect
the size of the Company's deferred tax assets and liabilities in the future. Please note that
according to Brazilian tax legislation the company pay income taxes based on the cash
received during the year. Below tables illustrates income tax expense by jurisdiction.
Country

Year ended
31.12.19
$'000

Period 01.07.18
to 31.12.18
$'000

Planet Holding LTDA

Brazil

10

-

Planet Comercial LTDA

Brazil

-

2

SCP HBX ED. 3 LTDA

Brazil

39

-

SG Desenvolvimento LTDA

Brazil

370

100

Italy

-

3

419

105

Planet Idea S.R.L
Total
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Adjusted EBITDA is not a defined performance measure in IFRS. The Group's definition of
adjusted EBITDA may not be comparable with similarly titled performance measures and
disclosures by other entities.
Reconciliation of adjusted EBITDA to profit from continuing operations

12. Income tax

Entity

Management has presented the performance measure adjusted EBITDA because it
monitors this performance measure at a consolidated level, and it believes that this
measure is relevant to an understanding of the Group's financial performance. Adjusted
EBITDA is calculated by adjusting profit from continuing operations to exclude the
impact of taxation, net finance costs, depreciation, amortisation, impairment losses/
reversals related to goodwill, intangible assets, property, plant and equipment and the
remeasurement of disposal groups, and share of profit of equity-accounted investees.

EBITDA

Revenue
Cost of sales
Gross Loss
Other operating income
Research and development costs
Other operating expenses
EBITDA

31st December
2019
$'000

31st December
2018
$'000

944
(11,847)

322
(1,180)

(10,903)

(858)

621
(958)
(11,255)

(281)
(4,478)

(22,495)

(5,617)
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Adjusted EBITDA

31st December
2019
$'000

31st December
2018
$'000

944

322

Deferred revenues

19,004

5,046

Adjusted revenues

19,948

5,368

Cost of sales

(11,847)

(1,180)

Stock effect on deferred revenue

(2,946)

(1,834)

5,155

2,354

621

-

(958)

(281)

Other operating expenses

(11,255)

(4,478)

Adjusted EBITDA

(6,437)

(2,404)

Revenue

Adjusted Gross Proﬁt
Other operating income
Research and development costs

In this table we are presenting a Non-GAAP measure, which we believe better
explains the ability of the company to generate profitable margins.
In particular, the Group recognises revenues in line with guidelines set
out by IFRS 15 (Revenue from Customer Contracts) when performance
obligations are met. Therefore, land plots' sales are recognised when
the rights and obligations have been passed to the customers.
As a consequence, given the land plots' ownership passes when all of the instalments for
the sale price have been received (120-180 monthly payments from the contract date), the
sales of land plots have been fully deferred and the related cost recognised to inventory.
Therefore, the EBITDA does not reflect properly the effective profitability of the company.
We created the Adjusted EBITDA in order to represent the marginality of the
business considering the revenues and the related costs of the land plots.

revenues, which represent the value of the contracts signed for the sale of land plots;
3. Adjusted EBITDA: include the EBITDA as previously defined adjusted for deferred
revenues and the related cost associated to the land plots and suspended in inventory.

14. Intangible assets
Group

Cost
As at 1st July 2018
Additions
Acquired on acquisition of subsidiaries

Software
$'000

6
7

As at 31st December 2018
Additions

13
15

As at 31st December 2019

28

Amortisation
As at 1st July 2018
Amortisation for year
Amortisation on acquisition of subsidiaries

1
3

At 31st December 2018
Amortisation for year

4
2

At 31st December 2019

6

Net book value
At 31st December 2019

22

At 31st December 2018

9

The non-GAAP measures identified are:
1. EBITDA: earning before interests, taxes, depreciation and amortisation;
2. Adjusted Revenues: revenues are adjusted to include the increase in the deferred
180
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15. Property, plant and equipment

17. Inventories
Group

Computer
equipment
$'000

Furniture,
machinery
and vehicles
$'000

Office
equipment
$'000

Others
$'000

Land and
buildings
$'000

Totals
$'000

Additions

53

580

-

13

258

904

Acquired on acquisition of
subsidiaries

28

3,031

12

625

3,117

6,813

At 31st December 2018
Additions

81
91

3,611
3

12
13

638
58

3,375
-

7,717
165

At 31st December 2019

172

3,614

25

696

3,375

7,882

Charge for period

5

478

1

66

122

672

Depreciation on acquisition
of subsidiaries

9

585

-

1

28

623

At 31st December 2018

14

1,063

1

67

150

1,295

Charge for the year

23

582

8

63

97

773

At 31st December 2019

37

1,645

9

130

247

2,068

At 31st December 2019

135

1,969

16

566

3,128

5,814

At 31st December 2018

67

2,548

11

571

3,225

6,422

2019
$'000

2018
$'000

34

-

18,538

6,785

5,779

5,820

24,351

12,605

Cost

Stocks
Work-in-progress
Finished goods

Depreciation

Net book value

16. Investment in financial assets

Inventories mainly relate to the land sold or to be sold to third parties and to
built to date housing units. The Group recognises revenues in line with guidelines
set out by IFRS 15 (Revenue from Customer Contracts) when performance
obligations are met. Therefore, land plots’ sales are recognised when the rights
and obligations have been passed to the customers. As a consequence, given
the land plots’ ownership passes when all the instalments for the sale price has
been received (120/180 monthly payments from the contract date), the sales of
land plots have been fully deferred and the related cost recognised to inventory.
Work-in-progress has increased mainly because of the purchase of the Natal
and Aquiraz lands.
The Group values inventory based on a first in first out method and is stated at
net realisable value in the consolidated financial statements.

Investments in financial assets have increased for an amount of $752K due to the
acquisition of an investment in a project in Brazil for the development of a smart city in
the area of Sao Paolo which has not been consolidated as of 31st December 2019 (Casa8
Constr. IONEJI).
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18. Trade and other receivables

Current:
Trade debtors
Other debtors
Prepayments

20. Called up share capital
2019
$'000

2018
$'000

16.356
5,861
203

2,592
4,744
28

22,42

7,364

Non-current:
Trade debtors
Total trade and other
receivables

19,363

41,783

15,992

23,328

Trade debtors are mainly related to the contract signed for the sales of land plots. The
related revenue will be recognised when the rights and obligations have been passed to
the customers, at the end of all the instalments received for the sale price. The increase
compared to the prior year is due to the higher number of land plots sold, which is also
represented by the significant increase in the deferred revenues.
Other debtors mainly relate to the amount due from the shareholders for the allocated
share capital as at 31st December 2019, which has been paid subsequent to year-end.

Company changes in equity
As at 31st December 2019, the amount of $4,150K is due to be received from shareholders.
The consideration was fully paid post year-end (January - February 2020). The below table
illustrates the movement in share capital.
2019
$'000
Allotted, Issued Share Capital
11,168,430 A Shares of £0.01 each as at 31st December 2018

147

11,168,436 B Shares of £0.01 each as at 31st December 2018

147

112,831,570 Ordinary Shares of £0.01 each as at 31st December 2018

1,481

Total Share Capital as at 31st December 2018

1,775
2019
$'000

Issue of new Shares
21,819,967 of Ordinary Shares Issued of £0.01 each as at 31st December 2019

286

Total

286
2019
$'000

Cancellation of Shares

19. Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and bank balances

2019
$'000

2018
$'000

37,010

31,834

11,168,436 B Shares of £0.01 each as at 31st December 2019

(147)

Total

(147)

Total Share Capital as at 31st December 2019

1,914
2019
$'000

The credit rating of the bank is A+ as at 31st December 2019.
Cash and cash equivalents are available for use; there are no restricted cash balances.
During the year ended 31st December 2019, the Company raised new funding from
shareholders. A complete financial analysis is presented in the statement of cash flows.
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Unpaid Share Capital
2,462,102 Ordinary Shares of £0.01 each as at 31st December 2019

34

Total

34
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2019
$'000

Share Premium Account
Balance at 31st December 2018
Issue of New Ordinary Shares (21,819,967 Shares
of €1.49 each)
Cancellation of B Shares

46,582

Total Share Premium as at 31st December 2019

80,170

33,817
(229)

Unpaid Share Premium
3,193,153 Ordinary Shares

4,116

Total

4,116

2019
$'000

2018
$'000

Parent Company

74,355

44,962

Results for the year/period
Planet Holding Ltd
Planet Services Capital LTD
Planet Holdings LTDA
Planet Idea S.R.L
Other reserves

(4)
(5)
(17,113)
(1,150)
(1,710)

(15)
(16)
(5,182)
(38)
3,207

Retained Earnings brought forward
Planet Housing LTD
Planet Services Capital Ltd
Planet Holding LTD
Planet Idea S.R.L

(35)
(30)
(2,550)
142

(20)
(14)
-

Consolidated

51,900

42,884

Equity reconciliation:

Trade creditors have increased mainly due to the purchase of the land for two new
projects. In particular $5.400K are related to the Aquiraz project, while $2.800K for Natal.
Other creditors mainly relate to social security and personnel costs.

22. Tax receivables
Tax receivables are mainly related to the tax credit recognised in Italy for the Research
and development activities carried out over 2018 and the VAT accrued during the period.

23. Financial liabilities - borrowings
The composition of the borrowings:
2019
$'000

2018
$'000

Current borrowings
Bank loans
Securitisations
Related party ﬁnancial debt

1,595
647
131

2,060
663
1,439

Total

2,373

4,162

Non-current borrowings
Securitisations
Bank loans

663
328

1,050
455

Total

991

1,505

3,364

5,667

21. Trade and other payables

Current:
Trade creditors
Other creditors
Accrued expenses

186

2019
$'000

2018
$'000

10,099
974
230

2,129
92

11,303

2,221

Total borrowings

Borrowings comprise of loans that bear interests ranging from an average of 5.4% in
Italy and 13% in Brazil and mature date between 2020 and 2028. Related party financial
debt have been converted to equity on the 2nd of January 2019. Securitisations relate to
transfers to bank institutions of account receivables from the sale of land plots, for which
the Group is still accountable for.
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24. Contract liabilities - deferred revenues

27. Leases

The Company recognises revenues in line with guidelines set out by IFRS 15 (Revenue from
Customer Contracts) when performance obligations are met.

Disclosure required by IFRS 16

Revenue from sale of houses and land plots are recognised when the rights and
obligations have been passed to the customers. As a consequence, given the land lots
ownership passes when all the instalments for the sale price has been received (120/180
monthly payments from the contract date), the sales of land plots have been fully
deferred. The total amount of new contracts signed during the year is equal to $19,004K
($18,933K relate to land plots and $71K to houses), entirely recorded as deferred revenues.

25. Deferred tax
Group has not recognised deferred tax assets against future tax benefit.

26. Long-term provisions

Right-of-use assets

Buildings
$'000

Cost
At 1st January 2019
IFRS 16 opening adjustment

482

At 31st December 2019

482

Accumulated depreciation
At 1st January 2019
IFRS 16 opening adjustment
Charge for the year

175
59

At 31st December 2019

234

Carrying amount
At 31st December 2019

248

At 31st December 2018

-

Details related to the provision recorded at 31 December 2019 are described below:
st

Provision

Other
$'000

Total
$'000

At 31st December 2018
Reclassiﬁcation from current tax liabilities

364
569

364
569

At 31st December 2019

933

933

Approximately one fifth of the leases for buildings expired in the current financial year.
The expired contracts were replaced by new leases for identical underlying assets. This
resulted in additions to right-of-use assets of $248K in 2019.
Year ended
31.12.19
$'000

Period 01.07.18
to 31.12.18
$'000

Contingencies amount to $933K and relate to the Brazilian subsidiary.

Amounts recognised in proﬁt and loss

This is in relation to contingent tax liability arising as a result of sales of land lots in prior
periods. The increase is due to a reclassification from current tax liabilities from prior
year figures.

Depreciation expenses on right-of-use assets

59

-

Interest expenses on lease liabilities

42

-
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28. Lease liabilities
2019
$'000
Analysed as:
Non-current
Current

305
305

Disclosure required by IFRS 16

2019
$'000

Maturity analysis
Year one

305

Total

305

The Group does not face a significant liquidity risk with regard to its lease liabilities. Lease
liabilities are monitored within the Group’s treasury function.
All lease obligations are denominated in currency units.
Disclosure required by IAS 17

2018
$'000

29. Reconciliation of loss before income tax
to cash generated from operations
Group

Loss before income tax
Depreciation charges
Amortisation of intangible assets
Long term provisions
Pension costs
Income tax

Increase in inventories
Increase in trade receivables
Increase in other receivables
Increase in ﬁnancial receivables and ﬁnancial assets
Increase in tax receivables
Increase in prepayments and deferrals
Increase in tax liabilities
Increase in trade and other payables
Increase in contract liabilities
Cash generated from operations

Year ended
31.12.19
$'000

Period 01.07.18
to 31.12.18
$'000

(24,659)
1,007
2
569
85
419

(5,401)
1,295
4
364
12
105

(22,577)

(3,621)

(11,746)
(13,764)
(4,488)
(468)
(181)
(175)
(476)
9,082
19,004

(12,605)
(2,591)
(19,634)
(295)
(698)
(28)
686
776
23,278

(25,789)

(14,462)

Amounts payable under ﬁnance leases:
Within one year

91

In the second to ﬁfth years inclusive

59

After ﬁve years
Present value of lease obligations

150

It is the Group’s policy to lease certain of its fixtures and equipment under finance
leases. The lease terms are between one and two years, and the majority of the lease
agreements are renewable at the end of the lease period at market rate. All leases are
on a fixed repayment basis and no arrangements have been entered into for contingent
rental payments.

30. Events after the balance sheet date
Covid-19
Since the period under review, the rapid spreading of Covid-19 has become a significant
emerging risk to the global economy. The directors continue to monitor the impact of the
virus on the business as more information about the epidemic emerges, with particular
focus on the potential impact on staff shortages and operating delays. At the time of
signing the directors do not consider Covid-19 to impact the Company’s ability to continue
as a going concern and consider the balance sheet to be appropriately valued.

All lease obligations are denominated in currency units.
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